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FOREWORD

The present-day Spanish Army is an essential el-
ement of our Armed Forces in their mission to 

contribute to the defense of Spain, both within and 
beyond our borders. The efforts made so far, under 
particularly dire circumstances owing to the eco-
nomic crisis, are showing returns and we can say 
now, with due humility, that the Army is a robust and 
effective institution that accomplishes in an exem-
plary manner every mission it is entrusted with.

The paper Status Report is intended to provide a 
snapshop of our Army such as it is nowadays. It is 
also meant to serve as a tribute to all those men and 
women that, day after day, are doing their best to 
make the Army into the tool our society may resort 
to whenever needed. A tribute that takes on particu-
lar significance when it comes to recognize the effort 
of those who have answered the call of duty serving 
in overseas operations, which is the ultimate raison 
d’être of the demanding preparedness our units en-
deavor to achieve.

The first pages illustrate the transformation and ac-
tuality of the Army’s organization. We have made a 
great deal of progress but, far from feeling compla-
cent, we ought to be fully conscious of the way still 
ahead. The evolution of risks and threats in our en-
vironment exacts a continuous adaptation which 
should materialize into the force Spain may require 
under any given circumstance. With this aim in view, 
we intend to define how the Force should be in the 
2035 time horizon.

The studies have already started involving the par-
ticipation of all those who, owing to their experience 
and knowledge, might contribute ideas to this com-
mon project. A project that will obviously take some 
time but that, once completed, will set the guidelines 
for future changes aimed at keeping our Army effec-
tive and modern.
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No matter its organization may be, the Army’s most 
valuable asset has always been its personnel. To the 
man, as main weapon system, is devoted the next 
section of this paper. Absolute priority must be 
given to his education, motivation and morale. Their 
pillars are values, example, leadership, initiative and 
team cohesion which, today more than ever, are in 
full effect.

We must persevere in the implementation of the ca-
reer models set down in the Personnel Action Plan, 
paying particular attention to those of NCOs and en-
listed, so that the models may meet the professional  
and personal expectations of these servicemen/
women in accordance with the principles of merit 
and competence. We must not forget the need of as-
suring the yearly recruitment of troops and the de-
coupling actions we are fostering, as well as carrying 
on with the fine-tuning of the selection, training and 
promotion processes for this personnel.

As for infrastructures, we have to bear in mind that 
it is essential that bases and barracks afford our per-
sonnel the same quality standards of life and work 
than those enjoyed by the rest of the population, 
to whom they serve. To that end, we must boost the 
shock plans already in progress.

No lesser importance has been given to the Army’s 
operational capability, to which the paper devotes a 
substantial part. It must be kept at an optimum level, 
with the suitable organizational structures, by way of 
a demanding and realist training. The current trends 
point to the need of optimizing such structures for 
conventional combat by means of additional and 
novel capabilities at the tactical level. The brigade, to-
day and in the foreseeable future, asserts itself as the 
tactical unit of employment, able to fight in a unified 
manner as a complex combat system which provides, 
as a whole, the power required to meet the challeng-
es of the new operational environment. In the short 
term, It will be of vital importance to push ahead 
with the acquisition, distribution and integral sus-
tainment of this capacity to have it available as an in-
tegrated whole.

Participation in operations is another key element 
in the Army of today and, no doubt, it will continue 
to be in the future. The Army’s contribution to our 
Armed Forces’ deployments accounts for 71 per 
cent of the total. It is taking part in 13 simultaneous 
operations, which demonstrates our commitment 
with NATO, UN, the European Union and our allies.

In this regard, we must bear in mind that every ser-
viceman/woman has to be physical, technical and 
psychologically fit to be deployed in operations, be-
cause that is the fundamental reason why we are 
here.

Other aspects like the financial resources, the bilat-
eral relations with other countries or the relations 
with institutions and with the society, to which we 
serve, finish off the paper.

All of the foregoing reflects in a schematic way the 
current reality of the Army. However, for such picture 
to be completed we have to add the values that make 
and reflect the essence of the military. Quite aware 
of the importance they have in an organization like 
ours, we must preserve them as a collectivity as well 
as individuals. Core of the Army, they give meaning 
to what we do and guarantee that, no matter the 
obstacles, we will fulfill any mission we are assigned 
to as a cohesive team.

General
Francisco Javier Varela Salas
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ORGANIZATION
The highest authority within the Spanish Army is the Chief of Staff of the Army (Army COS) and,  

as such, he holds the command of the Army

In particular, he is in charge of organizing, training, administering, providing logistic support and 
watching over the motivation, discipline, safety and well-being of the Army, in order to ensure  
at all times its utmost effectiveness according to the resources assigned, as well as guarantee 

the appropriate preparedness of the Force to make it available for the Armed Forces’  
operational structure

Spanish Army. Ready, steadfast, operational4
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GENERAL STRUCTURE

According to legal dispositions in force and in order to 
accomplish the tasks assigned, the Army is composed of 

the Headquarters (Army HQ), the Force and the Force Support, 
with the subordinate commands shown in the chart below.

To carry out the fundamental task 
of preparing and generating the 
forces to be put at the disposal of the 
operational structure, the Army COS 
relies on an organizational chain 
which includes commands and units 
belonging to the Force which, in turn, 
are backed by commands and units 
belonging to the Force Support. The 
Army COS has delegated to the latter 
the following missions within the 
Army domain:

 Î  To the Personnel Command: the di
rection, management, administra
tion and control of all matters re
lated to personnel management, 
personnel assistance and health 
care.

 Î  To the Logistic Support Command: 
the responsibility for materiel and 
logistic support, including its spe
cific sustainment and the relevant 
engineering support.

 Î  To the Training and Doctrine Com-
mand: the direction, inspection, co
ordination and research in mat
ters relating to the management of 
knowledge, which comprises doc
trine, organization, materiel, educa
tion and procedures of training and 
evaluation, and their application to 
combat.

 Î  To the General Inspection of the 
Army: the direction, management, 
administration, coordination 
and control of issues related to 
infrastructures or of any other issue 
deemed appropriate connected to 
the life and running of units.

 Î  To the Economic Affairs Directo-
rate: the direction, management, 
administration, and control of fi
nancial resources allocated to the 
Army, as well as of contracting and 
accounting matters.

Besides, and integrated into the Army 
HQ, the Army COS count on a cabinet 
which provides immediate support 
and includes a communication de
partment.

GENERAL
ARMY COS

ARMY 
HEADQUARTERS

PERSONNEL 
COMMAND

LOGISTIC SUPPORT 
COMMAND

TRAINING AND 
DOCTRINE COMMAND

GENERAL INSPECTION 
OF THE ARMY

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS 
DIRECTORATE

FORCE SUPPORT

HIGH READINESS LAND 
HEADQUARTERS

LAND FORCE

CANARIES COMMAND

OPERATIONAL 
LOGISTIC FORCE

FORCE
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THE ARMY HEADQUARTERS

The Army COS has a Headquarters 
made up of a number of elements 
that include the human and mate
rial resources required to assist him in 
exercising the command of the Army.

Within the Headquarters, the Army 
Staff is the main element of com
mand support the Army COS has at 

his disposal. It is in charge of pro
viding him with the necessary judge
ment criteria to found his decisions, 
of translating such decisions into or
ders, of ensuring that such orders are 
executed, and of processing every is
sue he might resolve on as head of 
the Army.

THE FORCE

The Force is the set of human and ma
terial resources, grouped and organ
ized, whose main task is to ready itself 
to carry out military operations.
As part of the permanent missions 
assigned to the Army, 2017 saw the 
first steps taken to create the Land 
Presence and Surveillance Command.
The Force is organized as follows:

 Î High Readiness Land Headquar
ters (CGTAD), which allows to set 
up a headquarters at corps or 
land component command level.

 Î Land Force (FUTER), which comprises 
the bulk of the Expeditionary 
Forces as well as the Presence Forces 
stationed in Ceuta, Melilla and the 
Balearic Islands.

 Î Canaries Command (MCANA), 
which encompasses the Presence 
Forces garrisoned in the Canary 
Islands. It also has expeditionary 
capacity.
 Î Operational Logistic Force (FLO), 
which provides the necessary de
ployable logistic capabilities for 
operations. It complements the 
permanent structure of logistic 
support and is able to coordinate 
the required support when Spain 
acts as host nation.

The structure of the Force revolves 
around the brigade, which consti
tutes its fundamental element.

Designed as an “integral combat 
system”, the brigade is the unified 

organizational structure that meets 
every requirement for becoming 
the basis for the generation of the 
different operational capabilities 
that permit an initial response, quick 
and cohesive.

Its structure is flexible, readily 
adaptable and capable of operating 
throughout the whole spectrum of 
conflict, either with its own assets or 
integrating the suitable reinforcements.

2017 was the year of the consolida
tion of the organizational changes 
that, stemming from the Force Tran
sition Plan, have been carried out in 
the preceding years, particularly in 
2015 and 2016.

In 2017, the first 
steps have been 
taken to create the 
Land Presence and 
Surveillance Command

THE ORGANIZATION IN DETAIL

ARMY COS

ARMY STAFF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND 
TECHNICAL ADVICE OFFICE

INSTITUTE OF MILITARY 
HISTORY AND CULTURE

1st INFANTRY REGIMENT 
“INMEMORIAL DEL REY”

ARMY COS 
CABINET

LEGAL 
COUNSELING

CANARIES 
COMMAND

16th BRIGADE 
“CANARIAS”

94th AIR DEFENSE 
ARTILLERY REGIMENT

HEADQUARTERS

6th MANEUVER 
HELICOPTER BATTALION

OPERATIONAL 
LOGISTIC FORCE

LOGISTIC 
BRIGADE

HEADQUARTERS

MEDICAL 
BRIGADE
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THE FORCE   
LAND FORCE(FUTER)

The Land Force is the main set of commands and units 
that are ready to generate, in a quick and effective 
manner, operational land structures and carry out 
military operations. 

The FUTER makes up the bulk of the Army’s 
Expeditionary Forces and includes seven of the eight 
brigades the Army currently has, as well as a number of 
units with specific capacities and the Presence Forces in 
Ceuta, Melilla and the Balearic archipelago.

THE FORCE   
HIGH READINESS LAND  
HEADQUARTERS (CGTAD)

The Army’s High Readiness Land Headquarters, of 
corps or national land component command level, 
has the capacity of leading multinational land 
operations.

Under the official denomination of Headquarters 
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps-Spain (HQ NRDC-
ESP), the CGTAD, with presence of allied personnel, is 
constituted on a permanent footing as an Atlantic 
Alliance’s rapid deployment headquarters of a 
multinational character.

The CGTAD has the capacity 
of leading multinational land 
operations

The Land Force is ready to 
generate operational land 
structures and carry out military 
operations

AIR DEFENSE
COMMAND

ARMY 
AVIATION FORCES

DIVISION
"SAN MARCIAL"

DIVISION
"CASTILLEJOS"

1st CBRN 
DEFENSE REGIMENT 

“VALENCIA”

ENGINEERS
COMMAND

SIGNALS
COMMAND

SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
COMMAND

"ÓRDENES MILITARES"

FIELD ARTILLERY 
COMMAND

11th CAVALRY 
REGIMIENT 
“ESPAÑA”

1st CIMIC
BATTALION

MELILLA 
GENERAL COMMAND

CEUTA 
GENERAL COMMAND

BALEARIC
GENERAL COMMAND

1st BRIGADE 
"ARAGÓN"

10th BRIGADE 
"GUZMÁN EL BUENO"

11th BRIGADE 
"EXTREMADURA"

12th BRIGADE 
"GUADARRAMA"

LAND FORCE

HEADQUARTERS

PRESENCE 
FORCES

Specifi c capacities

2nd ESP 
LEGION BRIGADE

"REY ALFONSO XIII”

6th PARATROOP 
BRIGADE 

"ALMOGÁVARES"

7th BRIGADE 
"GALICIA"

Large units

EXPEDITIONARY FORCES
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THE FORCE   
LAND FORCE (FUTER)

The divisions “San Marcial” and “Cas-
tillejos” are organizationally com
posed of four and three brigades, 
respectively, whose preparadness 
qualifies them to generate, quickly 
and effectively, the operational struc
tures that might be required.

Those San Marcial and Castillejos’ bri
gades are large units built, trained 
and equipped to employ in a synchro
nized way their operational capa
bilities, and with the sufficient com
bat power as to fulfill a given mission 
in the course of a military operation. 
Each brigade is organized into a head
quarters and a number- fixed in each 
one of them of small units of com
bat, support to combat and logistic 
support to combat. The whole set falls 
under a single command, in order to 
make easier their functioning, prepa

ration, cohesion and the generation 
and, when necessary, the employment 
of operational structures.

Also belonging to the FUTER there is 
a series of combat, support to combat 
and logistic support to combat com
mands and units which possess, from 
the organizational point of view, spe
cialized capacities such as informa
tion and telecommunications, elec
tronic warfare, special operations, 
airmobile maneuver, fire support, mo
bility and counter mobility, PSYOPS, 
CIMIC, ISTAR (surveillance, reconnais
sance, intelligence and targeting), an
tiaircraft and antimissile defense, 
coastal defense, CBRN protection and 
force protection.

The general commands of Ceuta,
Melilla and the Balearic Islands are 

each composed of a number of units 

whose main mission is to ready them
selves to generate operational forma
tions in accordance with the specific 
land doctrine.

Overall, the existing organization 
was kept during 2017, although some 
modifications were made. Most note
worthy among them are the setting 
up of the armored cavalry groups “Ca-
zadores de África" and "Taxdirt" in Ceuta 
and Melilla, respectively; the restora
tion to the 66th Mountain Chasseurs 
Regiment “América” of its old special
ization in mountaineering; and the 
change of denomination of the 19th 
Special Operations Group “Caballero 
Legionario Maderal Oleaga”, which has 
been renamed as 19th Special Opera
tions Bandera (a battalion size unit) 
“Caballero Legionario Maderal Oleaga” 
of the Legion.

THE FORCE   
CANARIES COMMAND

The Canaries Command (MCANA) is in 
charge of a set of Army units deployed 
in the Canary Islands. It is arranged 
according to capacities. Thus, air 
defense and aero terrestrial combat 
capacities are separated from the 

rest of the Presence Forces, which are 
organized into a brigade in order to 
better contribute to the expeditionary 
effort while keeping, at the same time, 
its presence purpose.

The Canaries 
Command contributes 
to the expeditionary 
effort keeping, at 
the same time, its 
presence purpose

ARMY COS

ARMY STAFF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND 
TECHNICAL ADVICE OFFICE

INSTITUTE OF MILITARY 
HISTORY AND CULTURE

1st INFANTRY REGIMENT 
“INMEMORIAL DEL REY”

ARMY COS 
CABINET

LEGAL 
COUNSELING

CANARIES 
COMMAND

16th BRIGADE 
“CANARIAS”

94th AIR DEFENSE 
ARTILLERY REGIMENT

HEADQUARTERS

6th MANEUVER 
HELICOPTER BATTALION

OPERATIONAL 
LOGISTIC FORCE

LOGISTIC 
BRIGADE

HEADQUARTERS

MEDICAL 
BRIGADE
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The Operational Logistic Force (FLO) 
musters those Army units whose 
task is to ready themselves to pro
vide the deployable logistic support 
required for operations, as well as to 
complement its permanent structure 
and provide the necessary assistance 
when Spain plays the role of host na
tion.

Besides its headquarters, the FLO is 
made up of two brigades. The Logistic 
Brigade provides support at its level, 
implementing the logistic functions 
of personnel, supply, maintenance 
and transportation; whereas the 
Medical Brigade, also at its level, imple
ments the healthcare function.

THE FORCE   
OPERATIONAL LOGISTIC FORCE

FORCE SUPPORT

The Force Support encompasses the 
bodies in charge of the direction, ma
nagement, administration and control 
of material, financial and human re
sources assigned to the Army. 

It is structured according to pro
cesses. To that end, there exists a link 
with the Ministry of Defense’s Central 
Body that smooths their running and 
enhances their effectiveness.

It is worth noting that in 2017 the 
Army Aviation Academy was esta-
blished as a military education center 
under the Training and Doctrine 
Command. The Aviation Academy has 
taken on the duties of the old Army 
Helicopter Training Center and pro
vides basic and advanced education 
on the Army Aviation specialty.

In 2017 the Army 
Aviation Academy 
was established as 
a military teaching 
center

ARMY COS

ARMY STAFF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND 
TECHNICAL ADVICE OFFICE

INSTITUTE OF MILITARY 
HISTORY AND CULTURE

1st INFANTRY REGIMENT 
“INMEMORIAL DEL REY”

ARMY COS 
CABINET

LEGAL 
COUNSELING

CANARIES 
COMMAND

16th BRIGADE 
“CANARIAS”

94th AIR DEFENSE 
ARTILLERY REGIMENT

HEADQUARTERS

6th MANEUVER 
HELICOPTER BATTALION

OPERATIONAL 
LOGISTIC FORCE

LOGISTIC 
BRIGADE

HEADQUARTERS

MEDICAL 
BRIGADE

GENERAL
ARMY COS

TRAINING AND DOCTRINE 
COMMAND

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
HEAD OFFICE

LOGISTIC SUPPORT 
COMMAND

PERSONNEL
COMMAND

GENERAL INSPECTION 
OF THE ARMY

Knowledge 
management

DIGEREM
Directorate-General for 
Recruiting and Military 
Education

Materiel 
management

DGAM
Directorate-General for 
Armament and Materiel

Personnel 
management

DIGENPER
Directorate-General
for Personnel

Facilities 
management

DIGENIN
Directorate-General for 
Infrastructures

Economic 
management

DIGENECO
Directorate-General for 
Economic Aff airs
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Madrid
PERSONNEL COMMAND

LOGISTIC SUPPORT COMMMAND 
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS HEAD OFFICE

Madrid
DIVISION "CASTILLEJOS" 

6th PARATROOP BRIGADE "ALMOGÁVARES"
12th BRIGADE "GUADARRAMA" 

AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY COMMAND
ARMY AVIATION FORCES

MEDICAL BRIGADE

Burgos
DIVISION “SAN MARCIAL”

Valencia
HIGH READINESS LAND HEADQUARTERS 
SIGNALS COMMAND

Córdoba
10th BRIGADE "GUZMÁN EL BUENO"

Sevilla
LAND FORCE

Almería
2nd LEGION BRIGADE 
"REY ALFONSO XIII"

Ceuta
CEUTA GENERAL COMMAND

Melilla
MELILLA GENERAL COMMAND

Salamanca
ENGINEERS COMMAND

A Coruña
OPERATIONAL LOGISTIC FORCE

Pontevedra
7th BRIGADE “GALICIA”

Badajoz
11th BRIGADE "EXTREMADURA"

León
FIELD ARTILLERY COMMAND

Palma de Mallorca
BALEARIC GENERAL COMMAND

Granada
TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND

Zaragoza
LOGISTIC BRIGADE
1st BRIGADE "ARAGÓN"

Barcelona
GENERAL INSPECTION OF THE ARMY

Alicante
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND 
"ÓRDENES MILITARES"

Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
16th BRIGADE "CANARIAS"

Santa Cruz de Tenerife
CANARIES COMMAND

DEPLOYMENT IN NATIONAL TERRITORY

The Army Headquarters is located 
in the Buenavista Palace (Madrid). 

The main units and commands are 
deployed throughout the national 
territory.

 Î Army Headquarters (Madrid).
 Î Deployment of the Force’s main 
commands and units.
 Î Deployment of the Force Support’s 
main commands.

Army Headquarters (Madrid)

Spanish Army. Ready, steadfast, operational10
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Madrid
PERSONNEL COMMAND

LOGISTIC SUPPORT COMMMAND 
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS HEAD OFFICE

Madrid
DIVISION "CASTILLEJOS" 

6th PARATROOP BRIGADE "ALMOGÁVARES"
12th BRIGADE "GUADARRAMA" 

AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY COMMAND
ARMY AVIATION FORCES

MEDICAL BRIGADE

Burgos
DIVISION “SAN MARCIAL”

Valencia
HIGH READINESS LAND HEADQUARTERS 
SIGNALS COMMAND

Córdoba
10th BRIGADE "GUZMÁN EL BUENO"

Sevilla
LAND FORCE

Almería
2nd LEGION BRIGADE 
"REY ALFONSO XIII"

Ceuta
CEUTA GENERAL COMMAND

Melilla
MELILLA GENERAL COMMAND

Salamanca
ENGINEERS COMMAND

A Coruña
OPERATIONAL LOGISTIC FORCE

Pontevedra
7th BRIGADE “GALICIA”

Badajoz
11th BRIGADE "EXTREMADURA"

León
FIELD ARTILLERY COMMAND

Palma de Mallorca
BALEARIC GENERAL COMMAND

Granada
TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND

Zaragoza
LOGISTIC BRIGADE
1st BRIGADE "ARAGÓN"

Barcelona
GENERAL INSPECTION OF THE ARMY

Alicante
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND 
"ÓRDENES MILITARES"

Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
16th BRIGADE "CANARIAS"

Santa Cruz de Tenerife
CANARIES COMMAND

Deployment of the Force’s  
main commands and units

Deployment of the Force Support’s  
main commands
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PERSONNEL
THE PERSON, MAIN ARMY’S ASSET

2017 saw the conclusion of the final version of the 
regulation establishments of officers, non-commissioned 
officers and enlisted for the 2017-2021 quadrennium. The 
establisments adjust the number of troops in accordance 
with the assessments of the Defense SubSecretariat, which 
allotted to the Army a total of 75,680 troops, 22,680 of which 
are officers and non-commissioned officers (7,810 officiers 
and 14,870 NCOs) and 53,000 are enlisted (seventy per cent 
of the total troops).

AN UPDATED PERSONNEL PLAN  
FOR AN UP-TO-DATE ARMY

The most relevant milestone in re
cent years regarding personnel issues 
has been the review and updating of 
the Personnel Action Plan. Our pro
fessionals can find in it a model that 
addresses their concerns and allows 
them to know what the Army expects 
from them throughout their mili
tary career. The Plan serves also as a 
benchmark for planning and mana
ging the different aspects of person
nel policies.

According to the model featured 
in the Plan, there is a career of refe
rence for each scale that, all in all, in
cludes an initial period of education, 
a first stretch of ranks where work 
is connected with the fundamental 
specialty and a subsequent training 
that prepares for the second stretch 
of ranks, where the professional can 
put into practice the acquired skills 
and expertise.

1

10
00

2000

3000

4000

2 3 4 5 6 14

18-29 24-35 45 58

FORCE, ARMY HQ, FORCE SUPPORT, EXTERNAL BODIES ARMY HQ, FORCE SUPPORT, EXTERNAL BODIESFORCE
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55%
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7,810 officers

53,000 enlisted

14,870 NCOs75,680  
troops

The review of the 
personnel plan 
sets down the 

reference model for 
our professionals 
throughout their 

military career

Ideal career model for enlisted
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OFFICERS

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Generic professional career model for officers and non-commissioned officers

1st stretch

OF-5 OF-4 OF-3 OF-2 OF-1

OR-9 OR-9 OR-8 OR-7 OR-6

Battalion command 
or posts of 

management, 
command support 

or teaching

Posts, mostly 
in the Force

Command of Force 
units of his/her 

fundamental specialty

Command of Force 
units of his/her 

fundamental specialty

Regiment command 
or posts of special 

responsibility 
in the Army or 

the Armed Forces

Other posts in the Army
 and the Armed Forces. 
Course for promotion to 

the ranks of general

Posts in the 
Army and the 
Armed Forces

Posts in the Army and the 
Armed Forces. In the 4th 
year, Staff Course/Higher 

Courses

Rest of the Army and 
Armed Forces units. 
Operational/logistic/
teaching functions

Command of Force units of 
his/her fundamental

 specialty, Royal Guard and 
Emergency Military Unit

Posts in independent 
units and in the Armed Forces. 

Other posts of guidance, 
tutorial or teaching nature

Posts in the Army 
and the Armed Forces. 

Operational/logistic/
administrative functions. 
Course for promotion to 

Command Sergeant Major

Posts in the Army and 
the Armed Forces. 

Operational/logistic/
administrative functions. 
Command of particular 

platoon-size units

Command of Force units 
of his/her fundamental 

specialty, Royal Guard and 
Emergency Military Unit

Rest of the Army and 
Armed Forces units. 

Specific Courses

Command of Force units 
of his/her fundamental 

specialty

Command of Force units 
of his/her fundamental 

specialty.
Qualification courses

2nd stretch

1st stretch

2nd stretch

1st stretch

OF-5 OF-4 OF-3 OF-2 OF-1

OR-9 OR-9 OR-8 OR-7 OR-6

Battalion command 
or posts of 

management, 
command support 

or teaching

Posts, mostly 
in the Force

Command of Force 
units of his/her 

fundamental specialty

Command of Force 
units of his/her 

fundamental specialty

Regiment command 
or posts of special 

responsibility 
in the Army or 

the Armed Forces

Other posts in the Army
 and the Armed Forces. 
Course for promotion to 

the ranks of general

Posts in the 
Army and the 
Armed Forces

Posts in the Army and the 
Armed Forces. In the 4th 
year, Staff Course/Higher 

Courses

Rest of the Army and 
Armed Forces units. 
Operational/logistic/
teaching functions

Command of Force units of 
his/her fundamental

 specialty, Royal Guard and 
Emergency Military Unit

Posts in independent 
units and in the Armed Forces. 

Other posts of guidance, 
tutorial or teaching nature

Posts in the Army 
and the Armed Forces. 

Operational/logistic/
administrative functions. 
Course for promotion to 

Command Sergeant Major

Posts in the Army and 
the Armed Forces. 

Operational/logistic/
administrative functions. 
Command of particular 

platoon-size units

Command of Force units 
of his/her fundamental 

specialty, Royal Guard and 
Emergency Military Unit

Rest of the Army and 
Armed Forces units. 

Specific Courses

Command of Force units 
of his/her fundamental 

specialty

Command of Force units 
of his/her fundamental 

specialty.
Qualification courses

2nd stretch

1st stretch

2nd stretch

CIVILIAN STAFF

By January 2018, the number of Ministry of Defense’s 
civilians posted to Army’s units, centers and bodies is 
5,123. Seventy per cent of them are assigned to Force 
Support’s commands.

ACADEMIC LEVEL

As for the academic level of Army’s enlisted personnel, 
we find that over a half of them have medium or 
high academic qualifications, which means that the 
education profile of the new recruits is more than 
acceptable:

5,123  
civilians

Headquaters
557

Level 1
16%

Level 2
33%

Level 3
39%

Level 4
12%

Force
984

Force Support
3,582

Level 1: Primary school certificate.
Nivel 2: Middle school cetificate.
Level 3:  Middle-level technician, assistant technician, high school 

certificate.
Level 4: High-level technician, college degree (graduate, master, doctor)

Level 4 has been established in accordance with the Spanish 
Framework for Higher Education Qualifications (MECES)

Civil servants

859 4,264

Workers

53,000  
enlisted
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NON-CITIZENS

Argentina
Bolivia 
Brazil
Costa Rica 
Colombia 
Chile 
Ecuador
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Equatorial Guinea 
Honduras
Mexico 
Nicaragua

NATIONALITIES

In accordance with the pro-
visions of the Military Career 
Act, one of the requisites for 
entering the enlisted scales 
of the Armed Forces is to be 
a national of Spain or of any 
of the countries that main-
tain particular historic, cul-
tural and linguistic ties with 
Spain. Currently, the Army has 
70 non-citizens in its enlisted 
scale.

2,894  
troops with 

granted 
nationality

OR-1,OR-2
2,267

OR-3
626

OR-4
1

Many of the enlisted born be-
yond our borders have cho-
sen to apply for Spanish na-
tionality after serving as 
professional soldiers the 
time exacted by law. Later on, 
some of them have been vo-
luntarily discharged from 
military service, but many 
others have decided to pur-
sue their military career.

WOMEN IN THE ARMY

Ever since the incorporation of women into the Armed 
Forces back in September 1988, their numbers in the 
Army have been gradually growing up to the current 
twelve per cent.
Particularly relevant is their increasing presence in 
operations overseas, where they provide a substantial 
added value

VOLUNTARY RESERVISTS

Voluntary reservists are those Spaniards who, after 
applying for the corresponding recruiting call, turn out 
to be selected and complete satisfactorily the periods of 
military basic and specific training.
They exercise their constitutional right and duty of 
defending Spain and are entitled to participate in those 
missions envisaged by the National Defense Act.

They contribute and suplement Army’s capabilities, and 
cover particular needs of units by providing the suitable 
personnel timely and in the required quantity and 
quality. They are, at once, a key element to disseminate  
a defense culture among our society.

As professional soldiers, women occupy with no wage 
gap- posts of responsibility in every scale and corps. The 
highest rank reached by a woman in the Army is, for the 
time being, that of colonel.

Enlisted
7,867

NCOs
725

Officers
293

8,885  
women in the 

Army

2,071  
voluntary
reservists

NCOs
749

Enlisted
375

Officers
947

Spanish Army. Ready, steadfast, operational14
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REJUVENATION AND EFFECTIVE MEASURES 
FOR A NATURAL AND GRADUAL DECOUPLING FROM THE MILITARY

The current average age within the 
Army’s enlisted scale is 33. This average 
tends to get lower, which will have an 
indirect impact on the NCO scale, com
posed of personnel promoted from the 
enlisted ranks.

Furthermore, an effort is being 
made to bring off an adequate per
sonnel flow to reach a balance 
among those enlisted that decide to remain in the Army 
until retirement age, those discharged form service and 
those that are newly recruited. The ideal number of year
ly admissions to training centers is approximately 3,500, 
which compensates the 1,700 who are voluntarily or oth
erwise discharged (nonrenewal of contract, access to 
other scales, etc.) from the enlisted scale every year.

An innovative aspect that will help to regulate the pace 
of egress is related to the improvement of the current 
measures to support those that 
opt for leaving the Army. They 
are meant to provide education 
and create the conditions that fa
cilitate access to jobs in the pu-
blic administration or in the 
ci vilian labor market for the sol
dier that, having met the esta-
blished requirements, wishes to 
leave the Armed Forces. It has 
been estimated that around 700 
enlisted with long duration con
tracts will need the training and 
experience necessary to find a job 
once they leave the Armed Ser
vices. The challenge here is great 
and involvement of other Govern
ment agencies and private com
panies will be needed to handle it.

The planned improvements on al
ready existent decoupling measures 
address a wide range of issues:

 Î  Over fifty per cent of job positions 
as permanent civilian workers 
offered by the Ministry of Defense 
will be reserved for enlisted.

 Î  National Police and Guardia Civil 
will set aside a number of their va
cancies to be covered by enlisted. 

 Î  Tax incentives for employers that 
hire enlisted, and for those enlisted 
who become selfemployed.

 Î  Agreements with contractors of the 
Ministry of Defense so that they hire 
discharged enlisted.
 Î  Official recognition of the qualifi
cation and experience adquired by 
enlisted while serving in the Armed 
Forces.

 Î  Speed up the procedures in agree
ments with civilian firms.
 Î  Subsidies for the training of dis
charged enlisted in order for them 
to obtain civilian qualifications 
that entitle them to carry out a pro
fesional activity.  
 Î Increase in the number of posts in 

Government agencies for which military personnel 
may apply.
 Î Facilitate contract termination upon explicit request 
for those enlisted who have been offered a job, and 
avoid the three-month in advance notification envi-
saged in Article 10 of the Enlisted Soldier and Sailor Act.

Throughout 2017 
measures to support 
decoupling from the 
armed services have 
been improved

2016
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PERSONNEL ASSISTANCE
IN THE ARMY

MILITARY PERSONNEL SUPPORT

Personnel support in the Army is aimed at foste
ring the integration of the soldier into his/her mili
tary post and contributing to solve the problems that 
may arise out of professional performance, particular
ly those originated by the necessary geographical mo
bility and overseas deployments. There are personnel 
support offices in every base and barracks that pro

vide support in any matter of concern, both profes
sional and personal, to the professional soldier.

Personnel support action intended to solve the pro-
blems of the soldier and his/her family extends also to 
other fields like:

Assistance to personnel is one of the most important and sensitive issues in the Army. It seeks to ensure that 
soldiers may carry out their tasks under the best personal and professional conditions. The Assistance looks 
after their families, too. It comprises two types of activities: those related to military personnel support and 
those involving social action.

15
Social Action Rest and 

Recreation Military 
Residences

6
Social Action Military 

Student Halls of 
Residence

2
Social Action Military 
Residences for the 
Care of the Elderly

15
Social Action Rest and 

Recreation Military 
Residences

6
Social Action Military 

Student Halls of 
Residence

2
Social Action Military 
Residences for the 
Care of the Elderly

15
Social Action Rest and 

Recreation Military 
Residences

6
Social Action Military 

Student Halls of 
Residence

2
Social Action Military 
Residences for the 
Care of the Elderly

 Î Educational and professional 
promotion and entry into the 
labor world by means of courses 
to access the officer and NCO 
scales, and the National Police and 
Guardia Civil.
 Î Support to professional ac
tivity. To that end it 
has military resi
dences and logis
tic lodging, infant 
schools and student 
halls of residence.
 Î Civil and state 
liability insurance  
to provide coverage against the 
various situations that may arise 
in the discharge of his/her duties, 
signed within the framework of 
the Unified Insurance Contract of 
the Ministry of Defense.
 Î Support to injured soldiers and 
to the families of injured and de
ceased soldiers.
 Î Study of new measures to support 
mobility, which would include 
compensations for expenses in
curred during the performance 
of duties, aids to cover the costs 
of furnishing a new home, fi
nancing of economic compensa
tion and requisites for its pay
ment and schooling of children.

Spanish Army. Ready, steadfast, operational16
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SOCIAL ACTION IN THE 
ENVIRONMENT OF THE SOLDIER 
AND HIS/HER FAMILY

Social Action in the Army encompasses all 
other supports provided to the soldier to 
meet his/her social and familiar needs. 

The activities of the Army’s 
Social Action cover the fol
lowing areas:

 Î Care of the 
elderly by way of 
residences intended 
for that purpose.
 Î Rest and recreation, 
through vacation 
residences and national and 
international apartments, as well 
as the agreements at European 
level with the Comité de Liaison 
International des Organismes 
Militaires Sociaux.
 Î Common and specific aids, 
published in different calls, 
that span several fields of 
action like scholarships, aids to 
persons in special need, grants to 
associations, etc.

 Î Domestic and foreign summer 
camps for soldiers’ children.
 Î International exchanges.
 Î Facilitate sport activities and foster so
cial and cultural action among the Army 
members by means of centers intended for 
such purposes.
 Î Various activities of the Army Orphans’ 
Trust.

21
Sport and 

socio-cultural 
military centers

8
Children's 

education centers

21
Sport and 

socio-cultural 
military centers

8
Children's 

education centers

287,704

314,583

308,656

317,407

364,615

388,201

424,894

445,321

STAYS IN VACATION 
MILITARY RESIDENCES

(nights)
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INFRASTRUCTURE
The Army is in charge of a large number of military properties and facilities 
scattered throughout the national territory. Their control, maintenance and 
management exact a considerable effort.

During the last years the Army 
has moved from a territorial or

ganization in which its units were 
distributed throughout the national 
geography occupying numerous fa
cilities, to a functional organization 
with a smaller staff and a reduced 
budget to maintain all those facili
ties. That is the reason of the neces
sary changes that have been made 
in order to have a more rational and 
sustainable Army.

One of the main endeavors has 
been the concentration of units and 
the rationalization of infrastruc
tures, which has brought about a re
duction of costs that allows to focus 
on the maintenance of the essential 
facilities.

As for the protection, control and 
preservation of facilities, during 
the last year the Army has 
boosted the declaration 
of new areas as security 
areas and areas of interest 
for the national defense, 
safeguarding the interests of 
the Army and ensuring the 
security and effectiveness of our units.

Concentration of units 
and rationalization of 
the structure afford a 
higher effectiveness

912
properties assigned 

to the Army

296
bases, barracks 

and other facilities

75
military residences

6
areas of interest for 
the national defense 

(ZIDN)

10/2
training camps 

of general interest / 
training centers
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QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE 
ARMY BARRACKS

Quality of life is a constant concern 
in the Army; particularly, with regard 
to the life and work conditions of its 
personnel. As a result of the scarci
ty of credits for maintenance and in
vestments in infrastructures, the last 
years have seen a gradual reduction 
thereof that, in some cases, has plum
meted to far from rosy levels. So, with 
the aim of improving the situation in 
the short term, a shock plan for 2017 
was approved. It addressed the en
hancement of life quality along se
veral lines of action (cleaning ser
vices, Internet access, infrastructure, 
barracks equipment and physical 
operational training support faci
lities), thanks to an extraordinary 
funding of roughly ten million euros.

The ultimate goal is to achieve that 
the living standards in the barracks 
are similar to those in the rest of pub
lic administrations and in the armies 
of friend and allied countries.

The plan intends, in the one hand, 
to approve a directive that addresses 
improvements to living conditions in 
the long term (eight years) and, in the 
other hand, to keep on implement
ing a short term (one year) crash plan 
along the most urgent lines of action, 
as shown in the graphic.

In 2017 the Army addressed the enhacement of 
living standards along several lines of action:

Internet access

Cleaning service

short-term 
shock plan 

to improve life

Infrastructures

Barracks equipment

Physical-operational 
training support facilities
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TRAINING AND EVALUATION SUPPORT 
INFRASTRUCTURES

The Army remains committed to the goal of equip
ping its bases, barracks and other facilities with the 
infrastructures required to support the operational 
preparation of its units.

In the last years we have been able to achieve par
tially that goal by devoting the necessary resources to 
build and maintain both the infrastructures that con
tribute directly to prepare the units and those that 
allow to do it in the best possible conditions.

As an instance of the aforementioned, it is worth 
mentioning the construction of multipurpose towers, 
which permit the training of units in rappelling, 
climbing and vertical progression.

Moreover, we work on in the building and mainte
nance of threestory houses that will make possible 
for the units to train in combat at different heights.

Intended also for the operational preparation of 
units, other facilities have been built, such as: driving 
tracks for every type of vehicles, compounds for ur
ban combat training, shooting ranges and shooting 
facades to train marksmen, installation of mobile tar
gets in firing ranges for various weapons, etc.

One aspect that time has proved essential for prepa
ration is that the better the conditions in which it is 
carried out the higher its efectiveness. To that end, we 
are working in the process of
improving the fencing 
around the trai ning 
areas to hinder 
trespassing, 
have increased 
the number of 
firebreaks to reduce 
environmental 
constraints to 
training, and have adapted tracks 
and roads inside the firing and 
training ranges to ensure the 
safety of movements and to reduce 
vehicle breakdowns in the course 
of training exercises.

59

9

2

Base's training and firing ranges

General interest training and firing ranges

Training centers

Multipurpose tower
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The Army’s environmental policy is 
founded on the concept of sustaina
ble development. Such policy ought 
to harmonize the missions of the 
Army with the goals of current le
gislation regarding preservation and 
with the protection and, whenever 
possible, recovery of environmental 
conditions. 

There are a lot of 
aspects to be tak
en into considera
tion in the manage
ment of any Army’s 
facility, from bases to 
training and firing 
ranges: wastes and 
polluted soils man
agement, noise con
trol and preservation 
of environmental 
protected areas, where firefighting 
measures are particularly relevant to 
prevent forest fires in training ran-
ges and other properties.

It is also worth noting the commit
ment with environmental programs 
and research demonstrated by the 
Army. So much so that there are fre
quent collaborations with a large 
number of scientific institutions and 

universities who ask for authoriza
tion to research on the flora and fau
na inside some of the Army’s training 
ranges. In this regard, may be inte
resting to learn that in several trai-
ning ranges there are studies in pro
gress to compare the evolution of 
environmental indicators inside the 
ranges with those in their surroun

dings to assess wheth
er, or to what extent, 
military activity ac-
tually hampers natural 
development in com
parison with non 
military areas. Other 
important aspect of 
protection policy in 
the Army is the im
plementation of en
vironmental man

agement systems, which are being 
audited both internal and  externally 
in accordance with the European 
Union standards (ISO). The Army has 
implemented, so far, 58 environmen
tal management systems (involving 
114 facilities, including the Antar
tic Base “Gabriel de Castilla”), which 
 accounts for a total of eighty per cent 
of the surface assigned to the Army.

Firefighting

The Antartic Base “Gabriel de Castilla” has a certified 
environmental management system

The Army has 
implemented 58 
environmental 
management 
systems that 
involve 114 
facilities

With regard to environmental is
sues the following advances are note
worthy:

 Î Technical plans of defense against 
forest fires.
 Î The Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fishing, Food and Environment 
has approved the reviews of seven 
plans in different bases.
 Î Environmental management 
systems. 
 Î SINFRADEF computer application 
(module of environmental 
sustainability and energy 
efficiency of SINFRADEF).
 Î Environmental education.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
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THE BRIGADES 
OF THE ARMY
Integral combat system

The operational environment will be unpredictable, dynamic, unstable and of growing complexity 
due to the concurrence of multiple factors. It will be necessary to carry out simultaneously combat, 

stabilization and humanitarian aid activities. In addition, we will have to cope with an increased hybrid 
threat, the participation of different state and non-state actors and the concentration of the population 

in urban areas

All of which presents a challenge to the Army, who must be able to adapt itself in a quick and flexible 
manner, balancing its capabilities in expeditionary, modular and resourceful ways in order to give an 

agile response to the situations that may arise throughout the whole spectrum of conflict

Current and future military operations 
are and will be essentially land opera

tions that will take place among the popula
tion. For that reason, accomplishing the mis
sion will require an effective interaction with 
locals and with the public eye. The nature of 
the opponent might be diverse, blurred in 
some occasions, but it will have a common 
denominator which is and will be the need 
of keeping a greater or lesser physical pre
sence that ultimately ensures the achieve
ment of the desired end state. In this context, 
land forces emerge as the national security 
element with the highest possible degree of 
versatility and diversity of capabilities that 
enable their necessary adaptation to the un
certain and complex operational environ
ment, current and future.

Such considerations have compelled the 
Army to rethink the organization of its com
bat, support to combat and logistic support 
elements, to be able to live up to the charac
ter the conflict might have.

The Army must remain 
permanently ready to 
accomplish any mission that 
might be assigned to it

22 Spanish Army. Ready, steadfast, operational



The brigade is the most important forma
tion of the Army. The projectable land forces 
generated for operations are based on it and, 
from the perspective of materiel, it makes 
up an integral combat system. These facts 
have led to the development of the concept 
of the brigade as integral combat system, 
which includes most of the combat, support 
to combat and logistic support capabilities 
required to act in the operational environ
ments that might come up 
in the future.

The prevailing idea is to 
constitute a system of sys
tems, so that each and every 
one of its elements must 
comprehend one another 
in a global and inseparable 
manner. All of them must be 
interdependent as it is not 
posible for the brigade to 
achieve total operability if 
any of its elements is missing.

A brigadesize operation
al land force, deployable and 
with the necesary enablers, 

is nowadays the key element for operatio
nal employment, since it makes up an inte
gral combat system with all the required ca
pacities. Therefore, it must be equipped with 
assets of even technological level that give it 
the necessary combat power to prevail in the 
clash.

Its operability depends to a greater extent 
on the quantity and quality of its personnel 
and on the level of supply of different mate

riel and weapon systems, in
tegrated, all of which, into a 
single command and control.

Moreover, in order to 
match capacities and the 
various scenarios envisioned 
by the documents that rule 
defense planning, it has 
been deemed necessary to 
organize three types of bri
gadesize integral combat 
systems: heavy, medium and 
force of presence; being the 
latter intended to cover the 
defense needs of the Spanish 
towns of Ceuta and Melilla.

The brigade 
is seen as an 
integral combat 
system made 
up of different 
weapon systems, 
means and 
equipment

MEDICAL

OTHER ENABLERS 
(INTELLIGENCE AND 

MILITARY POLICE)

CYBER DEFENSE

MANEUVER

CIMIC

FIRE

PROTECTION 
(CBRN AND C-IED)

MOBILITY AND 
COUNTER-MOBILITY

LOGISTIC SUPPORT

AIR DEFENSE

COMMAND 
AND 

CONTROL

Combat brigade capabilities
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THE PREPARATION 
The Army is present and firmly committed to numerous and varied operations, which are 
our raison d’être. To cope successfully with them it is required a strenuous, constant and 
thorough preparation.

Preparation is a con
tinuous and cyclical 

process that ranges from 
the individual training as 
combatant of each one of 
our men and women to in
terbranch training of units 
in the framework of com
plex exercises at brigade 
and upper levels.

This specific training of 
Army’s units is comple
mented with our participa
tion in exercises both joint 
(with our brother armed 
services: the Air Force and 
the Navy) and combined 
(with our allies and part
ners within the frame of 
international security and 
defense organizations, mainly 
NATO and EU) that allow to com
plete the training cycle, ensuring 
the optimal and full prepared
ness of our units.

In addition, the preparation 
process which is the  responsibi lity 

of the organizational chain of 
command requires a large num
ber of supports that are gathered 
under the concept of “support 
to preparation” and that include 
edu  cation, doctrine and research 
as well as a number of support 

activities such as simulation, 
 buil ding of training facilities, 
physical training, drivers training 
and others.

All this “system of systems” 
forms the process of preparation 
of the Force.

PREPARATION SEQUENCE

EDUCATION

CATEGORY

PLACE

AIM

INDIVIDUAL AND 
UNIT TRAINING

GENERAL 
MILITARY 

EDUCATION

BASIC EDUCATION
(EVERY COMBATANT)

SPECIFIC 
EDUCATION

ACADEMIES AND 
EDUCATION CENTERS UNITS UNITS UNITS

QUALIFICATION TO FULFILL THE 
TASKS OF HIS/HER SPECIALTY

FIGHTING INTEGRATED INTO
  • TACTICAL POST
  • WEAPON TEAM
  • VEHICLE CREW
  • RIFLE TEAM

PREPARE UNITS IN THEIR SPECIFIC WAY 
OF FIGHTING
  • BRANCH’S SMALL UNITS
  • TASK FORCE INTEGRATED FIGHTING
  • INTER-SERVICES

ACCOMPLISH 
OPERATIONAL 

MISSION

SPECIFIC EDUCATION
(SPECIALTY)

COMPLEMENTARY
(TACTICAL POST)

APPLICATION
(TEAM, CREW, 

WEAPON)
BRANCH INTER-BRANCH JOINT

OPERATIONAL
TRAINING

SPECIFIC MISSION
ORIENTED

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING UNIT TRAINING
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Development of doctrinal principles and concepts

Main operations Large units Functional activities

DOCTRINE AND RESEARCH
The Army carries out an important 
and continuous intellectual work 
aimed at establishing the way mili
tary units must act in the current and 
future possible environments, so as to 
be a step ahead of the threat and pre
vail in any situation.

The Training and Doctrine Com
mand (MADOC) is responsible for 
producing and updating the land 
specific doctrine according to a wide 
“doctrinal logical map” that spans 
from the more general to the more 
specific issues.

In this respect, the Army cooperates 
in the production and updating of 

the joint (a higher level doctrine that
involves the Army, Navy and Air 
Force, so that the three of them can 
operate together under the com
mand of the Defense Chief of Staff, 
JEMAD) and the joint-combined doc
trine (which enables the Armed 
Forces of allied countries to operate 
together); particularly, the NATO Doc
trine.

Yet, Doctrine “with a capital D” 
must be considered as an open and, 
above all, dynamic compilation of 
military thought. For that reason, 
doctrine deals with and promotes 
the research on combat, focused on 

The research and 
doctrine area develops 
the operational 
criteria, promotes 
the production 
of “operational 
necessity” documents, 
favors knowledge 
management and 
experimentation with 
new materiel

DOCTRINAL LOGIC MAP

Publication In effect Publication in review New forthcoming publication New publication in progress Proposed for repeal 
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studying the possible evolution of the opera -
tio nal environment and the various international 
trends in organization, procedures, concepts, ma
teriel and support to preparation, in order to im
plement the necessary improvements that permit the 
Army to stay abreast of the envisaged future and 
thus have the upper hand when the confronta
tion comes. To that end, the Army also  coope rates 
in the joint sphere (for instance; “Resilience”, 
“Future Operational Environment 2035”, etc.).

The Training and Doctrine Command leads, 
produces and disseminates periodically a varie
ty of studies that analyze the current operational 
environment and anticipate the future in close 
cooperation with the liaison officers detached by 
our main allied armies.

Special mention should be made, owing to its 
relevance, to the “Lessons Learned” area. Those 
lessons, drawn from the participation of Spa
nish units in overseas operations and from the 
preparation process in national territory, allow 
to gain new knowledge based on our own expe
riences.

Likewise, the Training and Doctrine Com
mand promotes the creation of new opera
tional concepts that widen and modernize the 
Army’s doctrinal body (for instance: “Joint Tac
tical Attack Controller”, “Influence”, “Hybrid 
Strategy”, etc.).

All this prospective work entailed in the above 
mentioned research, affects directly to future 
materiel, too.

NATO international 
exercise “Trident 

Juncture”
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EDUCATION

No doubt, the soldier is the deter
minant center of gravity of the 

Army. His/her continous and integral 
education is essential if we want to 
be able to confront successfully the 
risks and threats that affect our secu
rity within a globalized world in re
lentless evolution.

As a solution to this complex rea
lity, the Army has fostered in the last 
years an educational model which 
intends to meet the military training 

needs and, at the same time, is inti
mately bound up with the profesion
al career of each one of its members.

Such educational model is found
ed on three pillars that, in a gradual 
manner, involve all or a part of the 
staff, depending- as we have already 
said on the type of professional path 
undertaken by each individual sol
dier. Those pillars are basic educa
tion, advanced education and higher 
studies on national defense.

The soldier is the 
determinant center  

of gravity of the Army. 
His/her continuous 

and integral education 
is essential

BASIC EDUCATION

ADVANCED EDUCATION

HIGHER STUDIES

- 5 years in a military education center
- Degree in Industrial Organization 
   Egineering
- A single curriculum contains both 
   military training and academic degree

- 3 years in a military education center
- Title of Higher Professional Tecnician
- A single curriculum contains both 
   military training and academic title

- 16 weeks in a military education 
   center + 30 weeks if they 
   chose specialty change
- Start of a Title of Medium 
   Professional Tecnician

- Preparation for obtaining specialties, 
    both to supplement the initial profile 
    and to adapt or re-direct it

AIM

- Updating for promotion: provides knowledge 
   on upper ranks’ tasks
- Specialization: provides skills (which can be reflected 
   as requisites in the list of military posts)
- Informative: prepares for areas of interest

TYPE OF COURSES

AIM TYPE OF COURSES

- Studies relating to peace, security 
   and military defense and policy

- Staff Degree
- Promotion to the ranks of general
- Higher Management
- Higher studies of allied countries 
   or international agencies

OFFICERS NCOs ENLISTED
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The curriculum of basic education for of
ficers, non-commissioned officers and en
listed includes aside from the military skills 
required to fulfill their tasks effectively- a De
gree in Industrial Organization Engineering 
for the officer scale, a title of Higher Profes
sional Technician for the noncommisioned 
officer scale and the start of a title of Medium 
Professional Technician for the enlisted scale.

The aim of advanced education is to pre
pare the professional soldier to obtain spe
cialties, both those that supplement the 
ini tial education on his/her fundamental 
specialty as well as those that permit to adapt 
or re-direct his/her professional profile in or
der to carry out tasks in other fields of acti-
vity.

The duration, curriculum, character, atten
ding trainees and appropriate time of the dif
ferent advanced education courses are set to 
meet the goals of the Personnel Action Plan, 
applying a continuous and gradual educa
tion model aimed at finishing off the skills 
and expertise adquired by the soldier in the 
performance of his/her tactical or work post.

Overall, after an initial stretch- of a main
ly operational nature in the soldier’s profes
sional path, there is a second stretch that de
mands other skills and profiles. To help the 
soldier to negociate such bend in the path, 
the Army has designed the concept of “Ca
reer path Specialty”, which allows officers (the 
concept will extend to NCOs and enlis ted, in 
the near future) to re-direct his/her funda
mental specialty towards fields of  knowledge 
better suited for the posts they will hold 
when promoted to upper ranks. The Career 
path Specialties already in place are Opera
tions, Intelligence, Human Resources, Mate
rial Resources and Infrastructures, CIS, Eco
nomic Administration and Management of 
Programs and Projects.
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It cannot be forgotten the enormous effort 
that has been made to consolidate the ne
cessary language levels within the area of ad
vanced education in an army eminently expe
ditionary

During the second part of their career, some 
officers develop courses of high defense stu-
dies, both in Spain and in other countries and 
international organizations; this entitle them 
for positions with special responsibilities in 
advising and senior management. Among 
them we can highlight the Staff College cour-
ses, both national and those conducted in 
friendly countries of our environment, the 
NATO´s NADEFCOL course or the National De
fense course, both 
in its normal format 
and the specific for
mat for young people.

In short, the Army 
maintains an effi
cient teaching  model 
which, in a coordi
nated manner with 
the process of educa
tion and training of 
the units, provides 
its members with the 
training required by 
the organization to meet the challenges that 
constantly evolving risks and threats demand.

This continued effort to adapt the know-
ledge and skills of the military personnel to 
the needs of the institution is, without doubt, 
one of the key factors in the success of the 
mission with which the Army has been en
trusted.

Evolution of the Education Budget
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BASIC EDUCATION ADVANCED EDUCATION

BASIC SPECIFIC SPECIFIC NON -SPECIFIC

CGET EOF
(OFFICERS COMBAT 

BRANCHES)

Military 
General Academy

Saragossa Army War 
College

MadridCGET ES
 (NCOs COMBAT 

BRANCHES)

NCOs Academy
Talarn

CIPET
POLYTECHNIC 

ENGINEERS

Polytechnic School
Madrid

Special Operations 
and Mountain School

JacaCINET
QUARTERMASTERS 

CORPS

Military General Academy
Saragossa

CGET ETR
(ENLISTED)

Enlisted Education 
Center 1
Cáceres

Enlisted Education 
Center 2

San Fernando

Enlisted Education 
Center 1
Cáceres

Logistics Academy
Calatayud

Infantry 
Academy

Toledo

Cavalry 
Academy
Valladolid

Artillery 
Academy

Segovia

Engineers 
Academy

Hoyo de Manzanares

Army Aviation
Academy

Colmenar Viejo

Logistics 
Academy
Calatayud

Military education centers

Because 
of the 
expeditionary 
nature of the 
Army, the 
learning of 
languages is 
encouraged
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TRAINING

The preparation of Army´s units and 
personnel to carry out tactical tasks 

required by modern operations is orga 
nized in two different levels or phases.  
On the one hand we have the basic combat 
training, which involves the personnel 
individually considered (for example, in
dividual weapon shooting training), but 
also small teams or entities, such as the 
training of the cannon crewmembers or 
the crew of a tank. This training is usua
lly carried out by noncommissioned 
officers, usually staff sergeants or ser
geants first class, and comprises the ini
tial stages of the personnel preparation.

Once the personnel has acquired the 
basic knowledge that allows them to 
manage themselves individually and 
in small groups within their basic unit 
(squad, section, crew, canon crewmem
bers, etc.), the second level of their prepa
ration begins: the collective training, in 
which these small units interact with 
each other within larger and more com
plex units. Thus, the platoon, consis
ting of about 30 soldiers, is the smallest 
group of which you can talk about col
lective training. The training is direc ted 
by officers (by the lieutenant, platoon 
commander; the captain, company com
mander, etc.) and constitutes their main 
responsibility.
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Within the collective training we can dis
tinguish, in turn, two sub-levels also re
lated to the size of the unit in which they 
take place. In the lower levels, such as a 
platoon or company, the specific trai-
ning takes place. This training concen
trates on a single combat branch or spe
cialty. In larger units such as battalions 
or brigades these specialties work to
gether, and for that reason, the training 
becomes an inter-branch training with 
which the members of different com
bat branches are taught to work toge ther 
in order to achieve a common goal for 
which all of them are necessary.
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The preparation of our soldiers 
is carried out in multiple sce

narios and formats. The Basic Com
bat Training is carried out mainly in 
the bases and barracks used by the 
units. For theory sessions they take 
advantage of the classrooms that 
exist in these buildings and for the 
practice training, the installations 
and the simulators, magnificent 
resource that allows the prepara
tion of the personnel in conditions 
very similar to reality but, at the 
same time, with a very important 
sa ving in ammunition and budget, 
and without wearing away materiel 
since exercises are being carried out 
without leaving the barracks. But 
you can't trust all the soldier's lear
ning in simulation media. Therefore, 
a fundamental part of the training 
of our men and women who make 
up the small units up to platoon 
level in the Army is carried out by 
means of days or sessions of conti
nuous training (JIC or SIC, respective
ly). These exercises, of short duration 
(normally less than 48 hours), are 
carried out in the fields and  areas 
of maneuvers close to the bases 
and barracks, so they are much less 
 expensive. 

But when the level of training 
increases the JIC and SIC are not 
enough to achieve the objectives 
 pursued. Units need longer pe riods 
of continuous preparation and 
 wider terrain areas where they can 
maneuver or perform their  practices 
under appropriate conditions. At 
this time of preparation is when are 
carried out exercises called Alfa for 
units of company size (about 100 sol-
diers), Beta, for battalions (about 400 
soldiers) and Gamma, for  brigades 
(about 3,000 soldiers). To make the 
best use of the expenditure involved, 
its duration is also  progressively 
increased; thus, an Alpha exercise 
 usually lasts about 7 days, a Beta 
exercise between 14 and 20, and a 
Gamma exercise may extend to one 
month.

THE SEQUENCE OF PREPARATION

A sample of each of the different types of exercises 
carried out by members of the Army during 2017 is 
depicted in the following chart:

ARMY EXERCISES YEAR 2017

Continuous 
training day

ALFA
Company size

BETA
Battalion size

GAMMA
Brigade size

720 520 72 4
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PREPARATION I PREPARATION II IMMEDIATE RESPONSE HIGH READINESS
X X X X X X

6 months 6 months 6 months 6 months

X X

The preparation of the Army´s 
personnel and units, their indi
vidual and collective training, in 
addition to being organized and 
progressive (as we have seen in 
the preceding pages), is cyclical, 
in order to ensure the permanent 
availability of efforts that are re
quired.

It repeats in twoyear periods, 
divided up in four phases of six 
months each. The first one is 
Preparation I, in which personnel 
and units training (up to compa
ny level) are carried out; therefore, 
in this phase they perform exer
cises up to Alpha level. The next 
phase, Preparation II, units con

tinue their progressive prepara
tion at battalion and brigade le
vels, performing Beta and Gamma 
type exercises.

At the end of this phase the 
Army has its main units, the bri
gades, trained and certified to un
dertake the commitments and 
missions assigned usually  during 
the immediate response phase. It 
is during this phase when, for in
stance, our units take part in over
seas operations such as  Lebanon, 
Afghanistan, Iraq, or Mali. In the 
final phase, HIGH READINESS, 
we find the rest of units, already 
trained, available for the com
mand structure to accomplish 

those missions that may come 
about and they can be entrusted 
with, such as, for example, sup
port to civil authorities or the 
State Security Bodies and Forces.

The units that have just rede
ployed from operations abroad 
and whose personnel are in a pe
riod of recovery are also included 
in this phase.

As it would seem obvious to 
think, not all Army´s units are 
in the same phase at a time, but 
are proportionately divided up 
among the four, so that there are 
always units with different levels 
of preparation and readiness.

THE TRAINING CYCLE
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COMBINED JOINT 
TRAINING

Combined joint training and bilateral ac
tivities seek to complement the indis

pensable basis for the interbranch training 
of the Army units. After scrupulously scruti
nizing the exercises scene with other coun
tries, with the Navy and the Air Force, there is 
a selection of every training opportunity that 
may be of interest to complete the overall 
training of our land units. Such activities are 
focused in achieving full integration of land 
combat into the operations that are always of 
a combined joint nature. In short, it is inten
ded to seek that the Army units are trained in 
conditions as similar as possible to the opera
tions conducted abroad in which Spain takes 
part together with our partners and allies.

The exercise selection process begins with 
the analysis of the National Combined Joint 
Exercise Program (PNECC) of the Chief of the 
Defense Staff (JEMAD). This is a four-year pro
gram and is updated yearly by the Joint Staff 
(EMACON). In this program are included all 
the exercises involving all three services: 
Army, Navy and Air Force.

In addition to the PNECC the Army com
pletes the activities with the annual plans of 
cooperation that are produced working in 
close

collaboration with the Navy and Air Force, 
which are essential to fulfil efficiently mu
tual needs of training. With the Air Force 
these activities range from collaborations 
to perform parachute jumps, or the training 
of Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTAC), 
who direct the action of combat aircrafts en
gaged in close air support; to exercises such 
as Sirio/Dacex to tune up the air defense sys
tem in the national territory. With the Navy 
the collaboration comprises from  electronic 
warfare exercises to co-operations in fire 
exer cises with coastal artillery or air defense 
artillery. On a regular basis there are also 
 collaborations with the Royal Guard and, 
 occasionally, with the Civil Guard and the 
Military Emergencies Unit.
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In the bilateral scene, planning 
has its origins in joint committees 
and staff talks which are conduc-
ted on a regular basis with those 
countries with which we main
tain a permanent relationship. 
These relationships are based on 
 cooperation agreements concluded   
at ministerial level and generally de
veloped by letters of intent of the 
respective Chiefs of Staff. Thus, the 
activities are included in the de
fense diplomacy and in the com
mitments undertaken by Spain on 
the occasion of the different initia
tives on cooperative security.

In the planning process of bi
lateral activities it is intended to 
identify training opportunities 
for our units seeking, on the one 
hand, to improve interoperabili

ty with friendly and allied coun
tries and, on the other, to work 
in training areas that we cannot 
 carry out within national territory, 
or in which, because of their bila
teral character, we can learn from 
the other nation. Furthermore, ac
tivities that may be of interest to 
other countries and that are feasi
ble for those Spanish commands 
and units responsible for their 
execution are offered. In the area 
of international organizations to 
which Spain belongs, mainly with
in the framework of the EU and 
NATO, planning is annual.

Training is 
carried out in 
conditions as 
close as possible 
to the operations 
conducted abroad
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As regards NATO, an annual meeting named Combined 
Training Conference (CTC) is conducted for the plan-
ning of combined exercises, organized by NATO´s Allied 
Land Command (LANDCOM) and the U.S. Army Europe 
(USAREUR), and in which also participates in the United 
States Command for Africa (AFRICOM). Here is where are 
programed the exercises that will be carried out with the 
participation of members of NATO and American units 
that are permanently deployed in Europe. The Spanish 
Army has recently identified a series of exercises that are 
of great interest and seem fundamental to ensure the in-
teroperability of our units in different areas. These in-
clude: Swift Response (airborne operations), Allied  Spirit 
(combined integration through simulation), Dynamic 
Front (field artillery units interoperability) or JPOW (air 
defense and ballistic missile air defense) that are con-
ducted on NATO territory.

Likewise, in the sphere of cooperative security in the 
north of Africa there are activities organized by AFRI-
COM and NATO. Among them, “African Lion” and “Flint-
lock” are considered excellent opportunities for  general 
 training. These exercises are intended to develop 
 regional collaboration in the area of defense, as well as 
counterinsurgency and counterterrorism capabilities of 
the Northern African countries.
Apart from that, bilateral activities allow to improve in-
teroperability with units from countries with which in-
ternational operations are then carried out and, also, the 
training of units in areas where other countries can offer 
good opportunities to perform it.
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No less important for our units 
are those training activities car-
ried out by national or multilate
ral cooperative security initiatives. 
These include those carried out so 
far with Mauritania by the Canary 
Islands Command, which involves 
the deployment of trainers and 
their own units in a harsh and de-
manding desert environment, as 

well as the reception and support 
to the training of Mauritanian 
units in the Canary Islands.
In general, cooperative securi-
ty activities offer Spanish units 
the opportunity to work in a de-
sert environment, as well as to 
strengthen the bonds of collabo-
ration and friendship with neigh-
boring countries

Combined joint training with the French Navy

187
combined joint 

exercises/activities 12 
Latin America

138 
Europe

North America

22 
Mediterranean Area
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SUPPORT TO 
PREPARATION
These supports comprise means, 

procedures and methodologies 
that are essential for the develop
ment of preparation such as drivers 
training, physical training, simula
tors, training centers or the facilities 
to support training.

All these preparation activities are 
reflected in a yearly program.  Being 
aware that our units cannot par
ticipate in exercises as much as we 
would like, theirs activities are in
tended to bring training tools clos
er to the units through the develop
ment of simulation and building 
facilities inside bases.

We can highlight simulation as an 
element that allows to complete and 
improve specific training of person
nel, to test new procedures of employ
ment, to carry out evaluations and 
to be able to obtain lessons that can 
improve later use of real means, and 
therefore saving enormous costs in 
resources. In the area of simulators 
we find:

 Î  Virtual simulators, in which real 
personnel operate weaponry or 
equipment simulating the one al
ready in service in a specific unit 
or units. Example: helicopter simu
lator, antitank system simulator...
 Î  Real or live simulators in which 
personnel operates real means 
that replace a number of func
tionalities. Example: laser duel 
simulators for individual comba-
tant or tank duel simulators.
 Î “Serious games”. These are low cost 
systems based on commercial off-
theshelf games adapted to the 
Army needs.

 Î  Computer-based constructive simu
lators with graphic representation 
of units, equipment and terrain.
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Simulation is not an end in itself 
but rather a supplement to the units 
training. For that reason, the Army 
has a variety of training centers 
that allow to carry out training for 
small units usually in facilities lo-
cated near their bases, as well as to 
move to the national training centers 
in Sara gossa and Chinchilla to con-
duct lar ger exercises, more complex 
and with biggest possibilities for the 
employment of their own means. In 
addition to this, the training centers 
have staff trained to act as enemy 
forces during simulations which 
 creates a greater sense of reality to 
the exercises that are being carried 
out.
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On the other hand, the unit physical 
training test, that just as the test men
tioned before, is performed yearly, makes 
it possible to assess physical and mental 
condition of a Unit as a whole to confront 
a demanding course carrying weight and 
 within a limited time.

Carrying out their daily activities and to 
passing the physical test require a good 
health, and therefore medical checkups 
are performed on a regular basis.  

Encouraging the practice of sports has 
undoubted benefits and the Army pro
motes participation in competitions at lo
cal, national and international levels.

There are numerous military compe
titions, but it is worth mentioning the 
 "General Chief of Staff of the Army Tro
phy", which since the year 2010 rewards the 
participation, sportsmanship and goals 
achieved by the Units in military sports 
competitions organized by the Army.

It is a constant concern for the Army to 
work day by day to improve the physical 
condition of the soldiers and thus ensure 
that they have optimal physical condi
tion and mental preparation to fulfill the 
mission. 

Physical Training Test

Other of the important pillars to support preparation are physical 
training and sports competitions because they foster fellowship, selfim-
provement, constancy and sacrifice, values in which preparation in the 
Army is based upon and that allow our soldiers to confront the hardness 
of life in company.

The physical training test is performed in the area of physical training. 
This test allows to assess on an individual basis the physical condition of 
personnel by means of stamina, strength and agility tests. The participa-
tion rate is over 95% and more than 92% are qualified as fit. 
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It is a constant concern 
of the Army to work day 
by day to improve the 
physical condition of the 
soldiers
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RESOURCES
T he Army takes part in the entire support process during the life cycle of materiel, which includes pur

chasing, in-service maintenance, upgrading and decommission. More than 15,000 personnel (90% mili
tary) keep the materiel operational.

The acquisition of the Army major materiel is a re
sponsibility of the Armament and Materiel General 
Directorate of the Ministry of Defense. However, the 
Army has an active and fundamental participation 
in all stages of the process, from the determination 
of needs and operational requirements of the materi
el, to the operational evaluation of the new materiel, 
through the feasibility studies or the evaluation of al
ternative procurement or technological developments

More than 15,000 personnel  
(90% military) keep the  
materiel operational

SPECIAL WEAPONS PROGRAMS

The second phase of the program 
"Pizarro" has allowed to complete the 
establishment of the mechanized in
fantry units. The new Pizarro phase 2 
is based on the Pizarro platform in ser
vice, with a series of improvements re
sulting from the experience gained 
and the availability of new technolo
gies. One of the main developments 
was a new powertrain more powerful, 
more efficient and with a smaller en
vironmental footprint, with a new bi
nary logic transmission completely de
veloped in Spain, that allows a better 
use of the power of the engine and a 
reduction in fuel consumption.

 Î Crew: 3
 Î Passengers: 7
 Î Weight: 29 t
 Î Engine: diesel MTU8V190 (600HP)
 Î Transmission SAPASG-850
 Î Max speed.(road): 70km/h
 Î Operational range(road):500km
 Î Wading depth: 1,500mm
 Î Armament:

 • Automatic gun Mauser MK30/2
 • Coaxial machine gun 7.62mm

Infantry / cavalry fighting vehicle

With the entry into service of the second phase 
of infantry and cavalry fighting vehicles "Pizarro" 
completes the bulk of the modernization of the ar

mored and mechanized units, based on the tandem 
formed by the Leopard 2E tanks and Pizarro fight
ing vehicles.

“PIZARRO” PHASE 2 INFANTRY / CAVALRY FIGHTING VEHICLE
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The Tigre helicopter is a helicopter 
for support missions, protection and 
anti-tank fight, developed jointly by 
France, Germany and Spain within the 
framework of the Organization for 
Joint Armament Co-operation (OCCAR).
Between 2005 and 2010 six units of the 
HAP (Support and Protection Helicop
ter) version were received , which suc

cessfully participated in Afghanistan 
between 2013 and 2014. Since Decem
ber 2014, 12 units of the HAD (Attack 
and Destroy Helicopter) version have 
been received, and are now in service 
in the 1st Attack Helicopters Battalion. 
It is planned to complete the total of 18 
helicopters in 2018.

The "Tigre" HAD incorporates long range 
anti-tank missiles, its engines have 14% 
more power, additional ballistic protec
tion and improvements in communica
tions, firing devices and the pilot's hel
met.

 Î Crew: 2
 Î Max. takeoff weight 6,600 kg
 Î Powerplant: 2 x 1,464 HP
 Î Range: 4 h (5 h with external tanks)
 Î Armament:

 • 30 mm automatic gun
 • 70 mm rockets
 • Mistral airtoair missiles
 •  Spike ER (8.000 m) air-to-ground 
missiles

The NH90 Caiman, made in Spain by 
the European consortium NH Indus
tries, offers a common platform adapt
ed to meet the operational require
ments of the Army, Air Force and the 
Navy (airmobile operations, helicopter 
transportation, search and rescue, per
sonnel recovery, medical evacuation). 
Since the year 2016, 8 units have been 
received, they are in service in the

3rd Maneuver Helicopter Battalion, 
and up to 2021 a total of 16 aircraft 
will be received.
It is worth mentioning the piloting sys
tem with electronic controls (Fly by 
Wire) and the integration of composite 
materials in its structure, which reduces 
the corrosion and extends its life cycle.
It has day and night operation capaci
ty in all types of environments. 

The engine of the Spanish version 
mounts improved turbines with 15% 
more power to operate at height and 
with high temperatures.

 Î Crew: 3
 Î Transport capacity:

 • 20 full equipped soldiers
 • 12 stretchers (MEDEVAC)
 • Useful load 2.5 tons
 • External cargo 4 tons

 Î Powerplant: 2x2. 115HP
 Î Range: 4h
 Î Armament: 2x12.7mm machine guns

Helicopters

Army Aviation forces are in the process of modern
ization, based on helicopter models that provide 
new capacities as well as having led to the estab

lishment in Spain of a leading industry in aircrafts 
of this type.

ATTACK HELICOPTER "TIGRE"HAD

MEDIUM-SIZE TRANSPORT HELICOPTER NH 90 "CAIMÁN"
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The MC3 Plan program (Plan for the modernization 
of the Army command, control and communications 
systems) provides an integrated command and control 
system adapted to each level of command from Army 
Corps to combat platform (terrestrial or aerial) and 
foot soldier, securing communications capabilities 
suitable to the mobility and dispersion of the units.

The new virtualized version of the Army Command 
and Control Information System (SIMACET), fully in
teroperable with national and NATO systems, is used 
for higher levels. The system interconnects with bat
talion and below levels that use the new Battlefield 
Management System (BMS), adapted to the mobility 

needs of these units, and that provides tools such as 
positioning, localization, navigation, messaging and 
tactical chat. Both systems allow realtime knowledge 
of the situation for both own and enemy units.

In order to meet communications needs and the 
new distribution of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
the MC3 program is replacing the communications 
stations of the basic area network, in service since 
the late ‘90s. It means the digitization of communica
tions, with new radio links, new satellite communica
tions and a wireless network that allows to establish a 
mobile tactical intranet.

The recent emergence on the market of a wide variety 
of civil drones poses an emerging threat.

To cope with this real threat in the various areas of 
operations the Army has begun deploying antiUAV 
systems, capable of interfering the drone's communi
cations with its base, leaving it uncontrolled.

The AUDS stationary system, designed to protect 
 installations, includes a radar and a video camera 
for threat detection and tracking. The portable Drone 
Defender V1LF system is transported and used by a 
single operator.

Simultaneously, other programs continue to equip 
the Army in the coming years with materiel to improve 
its operational capability. We can find on production

Combat Engineers 
Vehicles, on ASCOD 
platform with a high 
level of  compatibility 
with the VCI/C Pizarro.

In order to equip 
in the immedi
ate  future the light 
 protected infantry, 
light armored cavalry and  combat 
support units, the "8x8 Wheeled Fighting Vehicle" 
program is developing five platforms to integrate 
different technological developments that will serve 
as a basis for the future production program. 

The new battalion command post ve
hicles (PC Bón.) integrate all the infor
mation and communications means 
necessary for the command and con
trol of battalion size Task Forces.
Its main system is the Battlefield Man-
agement System (BMS), which allows to 
know the situation of all TF units in 
real time and integrates with the SI
MACET of the superior unit. The ve
hicle is equipped with the following 
communications possibilities: HF, VHF, 
UHF airtoground and preinstalla
tion for satellite on the move commu
nications, as well as the possibility to 
link with the Soria station, which is 

the specific station for satellite on the 
move communications.
Thanks to the Communications Man
agement System (GESCOM), which au
tomatically selects the most appro
priate communications system, all 

systems are integrated and intercon
nected by a secure WiFi network. There 
are Battalion CP versions integrated 
onto the following vehicles: VAMTAC, 
VCPC Pizarro, TOA or BMR.

 Î 3 work stations BMS/TALOS
 Î 2 radios VHF PR4G v4
 Î 1 radio V/UHF AC
 Î  Pre-installation for INMARSAT  
on the move
 Î  1 Spearnet radio to link with Soria 
station
 Î 1 communications manager
 Î Secure WiFi

BATTALION COMMAND POST VEHICLE (BN. CP)

MC3 Program

Defense against unmanned aerial vehicles and future programs
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ACQUISITIONS
The Army is responsible for replacing con
sumable materials as well as those that are 
decommissioned when they reach their end 
of operating life. The Logistic Support Com
mand is responsible for the acquisition of 
the most varied resources, from clothing, to 
ten tons trucks, going through all type of am
munition, NBC defense materiel or parachute 
materiel.

In its procurement contracts, the Army not 
only includes the replacement of its own ma
terials, but also the needs of other services 
in certain common use resources, obtaining 
economies of scale and a more efficient man
agement. 

The wheeled fighting vehicle 8x8 will 
be the basis of the light protected in
fantry units and light armored cavalry. 
The following versions are considered:

 •  Infantry vehicle (with 30 mm gun 
and 7.62 mm machine gun in 
remote-controlled tower).
 •  Cavalry scout vehicle (with 30 mm 
gun and 7.62 mm machine gun in 
manned tower).
 •  Battalion /Group command post 
vehicle.

 •  Combat Engineers Vehicle.
 • Forward artillery observer vehicle.
 • Recovery vehicle.

 Î Crew:3
 Î Passengers: 8
 Î Engine: diesel 724HP
 Î Range: >650km
 Î  Armament (depending on the 
version):
 •  Gun 30 mm remote-controlled 
tower
 • Gun 30 mm manned tower
 •  12.7 mm machine gun remote-
controlled
 • Antitank missile

It allows the transport of an Engineers 
squad and supports their working ca
pacity with vehicle subsystems:
 • Dozer blade.
 • Plough or mine-clearing rollers.
 •  Automatic system that marks the 
breaches in the minefields.
 • 8 tons winch.
 •  Drawbar coupling for engineer 
auxiliary means, such as mine 
clearing line charge systems.

 •  The ASCOD base vehicle is the evolution 
of the IFV Pizarro, with a number of 
improvements, emphasizing its greater 
protection against mines.

 Î Crew: 3
 Î Combat engineers: 6
 Î Weight: 31 t
 Î Engine diesel MTU8V190 (600HP)
 Î Transmission SAPASG-850
 Î Max. speed (road): 70km/h
 Î Range (road): 500km.
 Î Wading depth: 1,500mm
 Î  Armament: remotedcontrolled  
12.7 mm machine gun

WHEELED FIGHTING VEHICLE VCR 8X8

ASCOD COMBAT ENGINEERS VEHICLE

Distribution 
of credits for 

2017 acquisitions

Land mobile materiel

Ammunition and explosives

13 million €

9 million €

3 million €

47 million €

42 million €

Weapons and artillery

21 million €
Information and communications

Logistics materiel

Engineers materiel
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THE MISSION
The goal is to obtain the 
materiel and put it into 
service in the best possi-
ble conditions and keep it 
during its life cycle with 
the operational availabil-
ity ordered by the Army 
COS.

TRANSFORMATIONS, 
MODERNIZATIONS

The Army has the capacity to transform part of 
its materiel to adapt it to the new needs derived 
from modifying the establishments of the units. 
The materiel enters the corresponding logistic 
body to go through a process of reconstruction, 
which implies the complete dismantling, inte
gration of pending modernizations and their 
transformation, where appropriate, from a ver
sion in which there is a surplus to another which 
is in shortfall, for example, from antitank mis
sile carriers to personnel carriers or ambulanc
es. During this process, the materiel returns to a 
state equivalent to that of brand-new materiel.

During the period 2016-2024, 187 vehicles of 
the BMR family (6x6 wheeled armored person
nel carrier or WAPC) and 180 of the TOA fami
ly (tracked armored personnel carrier or TAPC) 
M-113 are being transformed.

LOGISTIC FUNCTIONS
Army’s logistics is mainly aimed at generating logis
tical operative organizations, to support the contin
gents while in operations in the logistic functions of 
personnel, supply, maintenance, transport, medical 
and infrastructure.

On the other hand, the Army has the need to main
tain its materiel and to support the units in nation
al territory so that they can continue their daily tasks 
of preparation. This logistic support is provided, on 
a permanent basis, through the Logistic Support Sys
tem (SALE). Under the direction of the general in com
mand of the Logistic Support Command (MALE), the 
central logistic organs of the MALE and the logistic 
support units of the force are functionally integrated 
in the SALE.

The SALE has evolved into a system that contem
plates logistics as a whole, integrating the functions 
of supply, maintenance and transport and overcom
ing geographic and organic limitations to create a 
support network that includes all the units and take 
advantage of their capacities to benefit the whole, 
compensating for the lack of capacity of certain units 
with the surpluses of others.
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A year in the Army’s 
Logistic Support 
System (SALE)
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by the Transport Group

1.4 Million Items of materiel distributed 
according to RMA

6,500 annual ammunition 
quotas for training 
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Supply

The Logistic Support System manages 306,755 items 
of supply, ranging from a gasket or a screw to a tank 
or a helicopter. The inventory of the Army includes 
more than 148 million items. The system manages 
161,000 supply requests yearly.

In order to manage this huge number of items, the 
Army's Integrated Logistic Management System (SI
GLE) contemplates the Army itself as a single virtual 
store.

Maintenance

The Army maintains in service 22,000 wheeled vehicles, 
3,000 armored vehicles, 127 helicopters, 15,000 commu
nications items and 1,500 artillery and mortar systems 
spread over the national geography.

The structure to keep in service this materiel begins 
with the crews and users and continues in a workshop 
structure with an increased level of specialization.

References 306,755

Items of supply 148,499,370

Annual supply requests 161,100

Maintenance requests 200,160

Maintenance works com-

pleted

640,605

Annual man-hours 2,372,178

247.7

187.9

199.6

179.8

158.1

178.8

174.6

187.5

187.6

193.2

EVOLUTION OF PROVISIONS FOR MAINTENANCE
(milion €)

Distribution of 
provisions for 
maintenance

2017

Land vehicles

Air assets

22 million €

15 million €

5 million €

68 million €

57 million €

Weaponry and artillery
27 million €

Information and communications

Logistic materiel

Engineers’ materiel
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Transportation

The Army's means of transportation are 
mainly designed to meet the needs of 
transportation in national territory. 

The SALE transportation subsystem ad
dresses the transport needs using two 
tools. The Army Regular Transportation 
Service (SETRE) consists of a network of 
regular lines linking military facilities. 
SETRE serves 80% of the 115,000 annual 
transport orders generated by the Army 
using military means of transportation 
and points of reception and distribution 
in the logistic units. For the most part, it 
transports spare parts and other small
sized items that must be supplied on a 
regular basis.

The SETRE is supplemented by occa
sional carriage for those resources that 
cannot be transported using the regu
lar service, due to weight, volume, safe
ty conditions, etc. Occasional carriage is 
performed to meet the movement neces
sities of ammunition, dangerous goods, 
armament, vehicles, and people.

It is carried out by road, railway, airway, 
sea or by combining several means of 
transportation (multimodal transporta
tion).

Occasional carriage is preferably done 
using military means; civilian means are 
contracted when the Army capacity is ex
ceeded or hiring is more profitable.

Because of its uniqueness, the Army's 
railway and maritime logistical transpor
tation capacities stand out.

The railway company of the  Pontoniers 
and Engineering Specialties Regiment 
provides the Army with the ability to 
 operate a railway terminal and track main
tenance in operations. When in national 
territory it exploits, on a permanent ba
sis, the military sidings in the Base "El Go
loso" in Madrid and in the national train
ing range of "San Gregorio" in Saragossa. 
It also has platforms to transport heavy 
materiel, which are exclusively used 
 within national territory.
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SETRE

Transportation
requests 91,000

19,000

3,800

1,350,000

Occasional 
carriage

24,000

1,300,000

108,000

3,000,000

Volume 
transported (m3)

Weight transported

Kilometers travelled

TRANSPORTATION 

The Army has two Roll onRoll off ships (RORO) to cover, with 
an excellent economic efficiency, part of the logistical transpor-
tation needs between the peninsula, the archipelagos, Ceuta and 
Melilla. Its remaining capacities are also used in support of the 
contingents deployed in operations, as well as in the transpor-
tation of units abroad. As a whole, they allow the transportation 
of up to 1,500 linear meters of cargo. The ships are operated by 
Navy personnel.
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At present, we have forces in four of the 
world's most fragile countries: Somalia, 
Central African Republic, Iraq and 
Afghanistan

COOPERATIVE SECURITY
TUNISIA
SPAIN
MAURITANIA
SENEGAL

EU
EUTM SOMALIA
EUTM RCA
ALTHEA
EUTM MALI

COALITIONS
INHERENT RESOLVE

NATO
ENHANCE FORWARD PRESENCE

RESOLUTE SUPPORT

ACTIVE FENCE 

UN
COLOMBIA
UNIFIL

COMMITMENT
IN OPERATIONS 
The presence of the Army in thirteen simultaneous operations demonstrates our 
commitment to NATO, UN, the European Union and our allies.

OVERVIEW
AREAS OF ACTIVITY

The complexity of the contemporary world has 
blurred the traditional frontier between peace 

and war. Most of the conflicts are located in a large 
grey area where the extreme violence coexists with 
the day-to-day duties of the population.

Today, the 
contribution of 
the Army to the 
deployments of our 
Armed Forces is 71%  
of the total.  
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3 2016

SEA GUARDIAN

MISSIONS
ABROAD

Fighting international terrorism 
in the Mediterranean

262 2015

128 2004

2

EUNAVFOR MED SOPHIA
Fighting trafficking of human 
beings and prevention of loss 
of lives in the Mediterranean.

BALTIC AIR POLICING
Reinforcement of the air space 
defenses in the Baltic

ENHANCE FORWARD PRESENCE
NATO presence in the
Baltic countries

EUROFOR ALTHEA BOSNIA
Advising Armed Forces of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina

SNMG/SNMCMG
Naval units, first response to 
crisis if NATO decides 
to intervene 309 2017

3 2004

ACTIVE FENCE
Turkey's air defense 
reinforcement against ballistic 
missile threats from Syria

149 2015

UNIFIL (LEBANON)
Monitoring cessation of hostilities 
support Lebanese Armed Forces

617 2006
RESOLUTE SUPPORT (AFG.)

Training/Advice Afghan Sec. Forces

18 2015

INHERENT RESOLVE (IRAK)
Training Iraqi forces to fight Daesh

479 2014

ATALANTA (EUNAVFOR)
Protection of UN Food Programme 
and anti-piracy in the Indian Ocean

338 2008

EUTM SOMALIA
Training Armed Forces of Somalia UN 
and African Union cooperation

16 2010

EUTM RCA (EUROCORPS)
Training the Armed Forces of the 
Transition Government

19 2016

EUTM RCA (GABON)
Air transport France and UE 
operations in RCA

45 2015

SUPPORT TO SENEGAL
Cooperative security activities
with other countries (defense diplomacy)

12 2016

SUPPORT TO MALI (SENEGAL)
Air transport France and UE 
operations in RCA Mali and Sahel

61 2013

COLOMBIA UN MISSION
Observers to the peace process 
in Colombia

14 2016

EUTM MALI
Advising security sector and 
training Mali National Army

130 2013

CONTRIBUTION TO THE EFFORTS OF OUR 
ARMED FORCES

Since the beginning of the Spanish participation in opera-
tions abroad, the Army has contributed 82% of the troops 
that our armed forces have deployed, which means more 
than 150,000 military personnel deployed since the year 
1989.

Today, the Army contribution to the deployments of our 
Armed forces is 71% of the total.

2,605 Spaniards deployed (July 2017)

1,658

524

335

Army

Navy

Air Force

Civil Guard

Ministry of Defense

37
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BPC ERBIL

BPC TAJI

BPC BESMAYAH

BDSC BAGHDAD

HQ KUWAIT

BPC AL ASAD

IRAQ

COALITIONS   
IRAQ | “INHERENT RESOLVE”

Operation INHERENT RESOLVE

Location Besmayah and Baghdad (Iraq)

International Org. Coalition led by USA

1st mandate 2014

Spanish
participation since

2014

Troops 496

Parent Unit
3rd Legion Regiment “Juan de Austria”  
and SOPCOM

Remarks Deployment under review

Spanish forces are mainly 
deployed in Besmayah, 
Baghdad and in Taji, 
another small detachment. 
Personnel provided by 
Spain to the Coalition 
headquarters is working  
in Kuwait.

This coalition, led by the United 
States with the approval of the 
UN Security Council (Resolution 
2170/2014), is developing a plan of 
action that, regarding Iraq, involves 
supporting its armed forces, with 
the intention for them to reach the 
necessary capacity to expel Daesh 
from its territory and maintain the 
level of security necessary to defend 
its sovereignty and independence in 
the long term, through its political 
and state institutions.

The Spanish contribution to 
this coalition is mainly focused 
in helping with the training and 
instruction of the ISF (Iraqi Security 
Forces). This effort is reflected in 
the deployment of personnel in the 
different coalition headquarters, one 
BPC (Building Partnership Capability) 
led by Spain, and one Special 
Operations unit.

Spanish units are not involved 
in combat assignments, and are 
focused primarily on the training 
of conventional units and special 
operations units.

The major tasks carried out during 
this mission can be summarized as 
follows:

 Î Training and instruction of newly 
created units (brigades) of the 
Armed Forces and Police.
 Î Support for the security sector 
reform process to maintain the 
long-term Iraq´s capacity.
 Î Specific courses (artillery, sappers, 
deactivation of explosive  
devices, etc.).

More than 10,000 
service members of 
the Iraqi Army have 
been trained
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AFGHANISTAN

Operation RESOLUTE SUPPORT

Location Kabul (Afghanistan)

International Org. NATO

1st mandate 2015

Spanish
participation since

2003 (ISAF)

Troops 16

Parent unit Individual positions

Remarks
Possible increase of troops in  
a short-term

COMMITMENTS TO NATO   
AFGHANISTAN | “RESOLUTE SUPPORT”

The "Resolute Support" mission (RSM) 
replaces from 1 January 2015 the NATO 
International Security Assistance Force 
(ISAF) operation in support of the 
Afghan government.

This operation is focused on 
training and advising Afghan security 
institutions in order to provide them 
with sufficient capacity to take care of 
their own security.

Mission Resolute Support has a 
current strength of slightly more than 
12,000 troops (most of them from 
United States, about 10,000).

Since the end of October 2015, and 
as a result of the withdrawal of the 
contingent in Herat, Spain provides 
only personnel deployed at mission 
headquarters in Kabul.

An increase of 50 new troops in the 
Spanish participation is being studied 
to perform Training, Advice and Assist 
(TAA) actions.

More than 17,000 
Spanish troops have 
been deployed in 
Afghanistan since 2003

Mazar-e Sharif

Laghman

Kandahar

Kabul

Herat

TAAC-N 

TAAC-E 

TAAC-S 

TAAC-C 

HQ

TAAC-W 
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ADANA

KAHRAMANMARAS

80 km

Radar
150 km

TURKEY

SYRIA

COMMITMENTS TO NATO   
TURKEY | “ACTIVE FENCE”

Since January 2013, on the occasion of the 
crisis in Syria and at the request of Turkey, 
NATO decided to increase air defense 
capabilities in this country by deploying 
Patriot missile units capable of developing 
anti-missile defense operations.

Initially, the United States, Germany and 
the Netherlands deployed Patriot units 
integrated into the NATO Integrated Air 
and Missiles Defense System (NATINAMDS), 
subsequently, in January 2015 these were 
relieved by batteries from Spain and Italy.

Participation in this mission contributes to 
international security and stability.

The unit, which has about 150 troops, is deployed 
at the base of Incirlik, fulfilling the "missile defense" 
mission of the city of Adana, the fifth most populous 
city in Turkey, with about two million inhabitants.

“PATRIOT” AIR
DEFENSE SYSTEM

Operation ACTIVE FENCE (Support to Turkey)

Location Turkey

International Org. NATO

1st mandate 2013

Spanish
participation since

2015

Troops 150

Parent unit Patriot Group III/73

Remarks Patriot 100% operational

Deployment of Patriot 
missiles to Turkey to 
defend it from an 
eventual Syrian
missile attack

Class

Guidance
System

Warhead

System

Length

Diameter

Speed

Range

Altitude

Short-range 
missile defense

Ka band radar 
seeker on board

Kinetic energy 
with explosives 
to increase the 
capacity of 
destruction

Ground-based

5.20 m

0.26 m

Mach 5

20 km

15 km

MIM-104C Missile

Patriot PAC-2 
System
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TAPA

RUKLA

ORZYSZ

ADAZI

2018

2018

SZCZECIN

HQ MULTINATIONAL
CORPS NORTH-EAST

ELBLAG

HQ MULTINATIONAL 
DIVISION NORTH-EAST

POLAND

LITHUANIA

LATVIA

ESTONIA

COMMITMENTS TO NATO   
LATVIA | “ENHANCE FORWARD PRESENCE” (eFP)

Operation ENHANCE FORWARD PRESENCE (eFP)

Location Adazi (Latvia)

International Org. NATO

1st mandate 2017

Spanish
participation since

2017

Troops 325

Parent unit
BOP XI “Extremadura”  
(Multipurpose Brigade XI)

Remarks
First deployment of Spanish Army 
armored units in the 21st century

The "Enhanced forward presence" consists of 
a continuous deployment of military units 
in the allied countries of Eastern Europe 
(Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland), 
specifically four tactical groups (e-FP BG), 
offered by Canada, Germany, United Kingdom 
and the United States, each of them battalion 
sized unit. 

The Spanish contribution to this 
"Forward presence” has resulted in 
a mechanized task force (company 
size), integrated into a multinational 
battalion led by Canada, based in 
Adazi (Latvia), and with our direct 
allies coming from Italy and Poland.

The task force provided by Spain is 
a very complete unit that integrates 
tanks, mechanized vehicles, light 
vehicles and a large logistical support 
component. Furthermore, the initial 
deployment has been reinforced with 
an Engineers unit (UING).

From the moment they joined the 
multinational battalion, Spanish 
forces have stood out for their 
training and ability.

COMMAND 
POST

SPANISH CONTRIBUTION

11

2

9

2 1

1

MEDICAL 
TEAM

3

MILITARY 
POLICE

1

ENGINEERS 
UNIT

37 7

LOGISTIC 
UNIT

97 22 7 6 2

TASK 
FORCE

135 2 5 4 15

First deployment 
of Spanish Army 
armored units in the 
21st century
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BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

COMMITMENTS WITHIN THE EU FRAMEWORK   
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA | “ALTHEA”

Operation ALTHEA

Location Sarajevo (Bosnia-Herzegovina)

International Org. European Union

1st mandate 2004

Spanish
participation since

1992 (UNPROFOR)

Troops 3

Parent unit Individual positions

Remarks
Operation Althea is heir to the
UN mission that began in 1992 

In December 2004, and following 
the signing of the "Berlin +" 
agreement, NATO terminated 
its mission, and it was then that 
European Union took responsibility 
for ensuring compliance with the 
Dayton agreements to achieve the 
definitive integration of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina to the international 
community. Thus was born the 
operation "Althea", which took its 
name from the Greek goddess of 
healing.

The purpose of the operation was to 
ensure compliance with the military 
aspects of the Dayton agreements.

Since 2014, the operation's main 
effort lies with the Capacity Building 
and Training Division (CBTD), which 
is responsible for advising the 
Bosnian Armed Forces at all levels, 
from strategic to tactical.

At present, Spain maintains a 
representation of three officers, one 
in the Headquarters in Mons and two 
in Sarajevo HQ. Sarajevo

HQ

More than 43,000 
Spaniards have 
served in the Balkans

"Thank you for all 
you've done".  
Ljubo Beslic
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CMATT 7

TIMBUKTU

CMATT 4 - 6

GAO

HQ EUTM

BAMAKO

CMATT - 2

KATI

CMATT - 2

KAYES

CMATT 9

MOPTI

EUTM TRAINING CAMP

KOULIKORO

CMATT 1 - 3

SÉGOU

CMATT 5

SIKASSO

MALI

COMMITMENTS WITHIN THE EU FRAMEWORK   
MALI | “EUTM MALI”

Operation EUTM MALI

Location Bamako and Koulikoro (Mali)

International Org. European Union

1st mandate 2013

Spanish
participation from

2013

Troops 136

Parent unit
SOP Command &  
2nd Legionary Cavalry Squadron

Comments
Spain will lead the operation starting 
January 2018

On January 7, 2013, terrorist groups began 
a move towards the south of the country, 
jeopardizing its integrity.

Upon the express request of the authorities 
of Mali, France, on the grounds of Security 
Council resolutions and its subsequent 
declaration of 11 January 2013, decided to 
take the lead by launching the Operation 
"Serval".

As of January 2018, Spain will assume the 
leadership of the mission holding the 
position of Mission Force Commander 
(MFCDr), as well as increase of the contingent 
by doubling its troops and integrating two 
Marines platoons.

Spain will lead the 
operation starting 
January 2018

From the beginning, Spain has politically 
supported France's decisive action and 
has sought the early involvement of the 
European Union.
The EU mission is carried out in the areas 
of advising, training and education. The 
Combined Mobile Advisory Training Team 
(CMATT) move where they are required
Spain provides instructors to the area of 
training for operations and the training for 
mortars and fire support area, as well as a 
company dedicated to force protection tasks. In 
addition, Spain maintains personnel assigned 
to the mission headquarters and in the areas of 
both regional and strategic advisory.
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BANGUI

CAMP MOANA

CENTRAL AFRICAN 
REPUBLIC

COMMITMENTS WITHIN THE FRAME OF THE UE   
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC | "EUTM RCA"

Operation EUTM RCA

Location Bangui (Central African Republic)

International Org. European Union

1st mandate 2016

Spanish 
participation since

2014 (EUFOR RCA)

Troops 29

Parent Unit Eurocorps

Remarks
Currently led by a  
Spanish Brigadier General

The origins of the European Union
Training Mission for the Central
African Republic (EUTM RCA) date
back to the mission EUFOR RCA, with
an initial deployment of Spanish 
Units from the Special Operations 
Command.
EUTM RCA is a non-executive mission 
aimed at advising the Central 
African military authorities on how 
to organize and manage their own 
resources and how to prepare the 
process of reform of the security 
sector (SSR) which started in 2016 
under the supervision of the United 
Nations Multidimensional Integrated 
Stabilization Mission in the Central 
African Republic. Besides, it will 
provide military advice to the UE
delegation in Bangui and to MINUSCA, 
if required. The mission of the Spanish 
contingent is to contribute to the 
effort of the European Union in 
advising the military authorities of 
Central African Republic on how to 
manage their own resources and in 
the preparation of the SSR process and 
the training of a battalionsized unit.

From 2016, personnel from 
the Eurocorps with a Spanish 
contribution has been covering the 
mission. The leadership of a Spanish 
Brigadier General during the last 
semester of 2017 is worth mentioning. 
Shortly the Eurocorps will be relieved 
by a coalition led by Portugal in which 
Spain will have a smaller presence.

A Spanish Brigadier 
General has led the 
operation for the last 
six months

EUFOR RCA
République

centrafricaine

EUFOR RCA EUMAM RCA

U
NI

ON EUROPÉENNE

EUMAM RCA

U
NI

ON EUROPÉENNE

EUTM RCA

EUTM RCA
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BANGUI

CAMP MOANA

ETHIOPIA

ERITREA

SUDAN

YEMEN

OMAN
SAUDI ARABIA 

SOMALIA

EUROPEAN
UNION

TURKEY

AL QAEDA

DAESH

AL-SHABAAB

TANZANIA

The Foreign Affairs Council of the EU, 
on its meeting of January 25, 2010, 
agreed on creating a military mission 
to contribute to the training of the 
Security Forces of Somalia.

Spain boosted from the first 
moment the contribution of the EU 
in this sphere, volunteering as frame 
nation of the mission on its first 
mandate, including the contribution 
of the mission commander (2010-
2011).

The operation has a non-executive 
nature and aims at contributing to 
strengthen the federal government 
of Somalia and its institutions. Since 
2010, the mission has helped to 
train almost 5,000 Somalian soldiers, 
mostly through courses addressed to 
intermediate commanders, specialists 
and trainers.

Operation EUTM SOMALIA

Location Mogadiscio (Somalia)

International Org. European Union

1st mandate 2010

Spanish 
participation since

2010

Troops 15

Parent Unit Individual positions

Remarks
Gradual reduction of the  
Spanish contribution

COMMITMENTS WITH THE UN   
SOMALIA | "EUTM SOMALIA"

The Spanish contribution has varied 
along all these years and, even 
though it has kept being cut down, 
it still turns Spain into the second 
contributing country.

Currently, the mission keeps the 
effort on the three pillars: advising, 
mentoring and training, moving 
from specialized individual training 
to whole units training

Since 2010, the 
mission has helped 
to train almost 
5,000 Somalian 
soldiers

MIGRATION FLOWS AND RISK AREAS IN THE 
HORN OF AFRICA
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ISRAEL
SYRIA

LEBANON

BINT JUBAYL

BEIT LIF

NAQOURA

ADEISSEH

KLAR CHOUBA

MARJAYOUN

BORJ RAHHAL

TIBEIRA

TAIR FITSAY

ZABQINE

COMMITMENTS WITH THE UN   
LEBANON | “LIBRE HIDALGO” (UNIFIL)

Operation LIBRE HIDALGO (UNIFIL)

Location Lebanon (Marjayoun and Naqoura)

International Org. UN

1st mandate 1978

Spanish 
participation since

2006

Troops 593

Parent Unit Bn. “Las Navas” (6th Rgt. Saboya)

Remarks One of the oldest missions of the UN

Spain collaborates with the United Nations Interim 
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) by leading the east sector 
(commanded by a Brigadier General) and providing 
one out of the four maneuver battalions and most 
of the brigade supports. Additionally, it contributes 
twenty troops to the UNIFIL headquarters in Naqoura.

Thanks to the efforts of Spain, the participation of 
countries like El Salvador, Serbia, Brazil, Mexico, Nepal, 
India and Indonesia has been possible.

After more than a decade of Spanish deployment 
and some changes in the mandate, the current tasks 
of the UNIFIL forces are:

 Î Watching the cessation of hostilities.
 Î Accompanying and supporting the Lebanese 
Armed Forces.
 Î Ensuring the humanitarian access to civilian 
population and the return of volunteers from the 
displaced.
 Î Assisting the Lebanese Government, when 
required.

Spain collaborates 
with the United 
Nations Interim Force 
in Lebanon (UNIFIL) 
by leading the east 
sector

Running for mission leadership, Spain has 
strengthened her commitment with the stability 
and security in Lebanon in a particularly uncertain 
moment. To do so, it has offered a Major General and 
a substantial increase of job positions at the mission 
headquarters.
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OBSERVERS
HQ and 

AGUA BONITA

BOGOTA

PUERTO CARREÑO

COLOMBIA

The mission, led by the UN 
Department of Political Affairs (DPA), 
aims at monitoring and verifying 
the abandonment of arms and being 
part of the tripartite mechanism 
that will supervise the bilateral and 
definitive cease-fire and the end 
of hostilities after the signature of 
the peace agreement. This is a UN 
mission under the Security Council 
Resolution UNSCR 2261. 

COMMITMENTS WITH THE UN   
COLOMBIA | “UN VERIFICATION IN COLOMBIA”

Operation UN VERIFICATION IN COLOMBIA

Location Colombia (mobile teams)

International Org. UN

1st mandate 2016

Spanish 
participation since

2016

Troops 2

Parent Unit Individual positions

Remarks The most recent UN mission

In early October 
2017, the mission 
changed its name 
and mandate, 
focusing its 
efforts on the 
verification of 
the cease-fire

The mission had an expected 
duration of one year, although it 
could be expanded.

The deployment of Spanish 
observers in the headquarters 
of Bogota, and also embedded as 
observers in local teams, started as of 
November 15, 2016.

In early October 2017, the mission
changed its name and mandate, 

focusing its efforts on the 
verification of the ceasefire already 
set during the previous mandate.

This mission involves a small 
number of observers from several 
nations, amongst which Spain keeps 
two representatives.
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NATIONAL COMMITMENTS   
"SUPPORT TO CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES"

NATIONAL COMMITMENTS   
UME SUPPORTS | "EMERGENCIES"

The Army takes an active part in operations of
support to civilian authorities, which constitutes
a powerful tool in case of necessity.

These operations can fit, initially, into one of the
following areas of action: civil protection and
security.

OPERATIONS OF SUPPORT 
TO CIVILIAN AUTHORITIES

CIVIL
PROTECTION

SECURITYEMERGENCIES

Directive 07/15 “Centinela Gallego” Explosive Ordnance
Disposal

Centers for
Temporary Support to

Immigrants
Helicopters Support

COP Cota de Malla
Specific Directive of

each operation

PREVENTION OTHER

Most of the operations of civil protection are 
performed under the Directive 07/15 from the Army 
Chief of Staff, “Collaboration of the Armed Forces with 
the Different Public Administrations in the events 
of severe risk, disaster or public calamity”, where the 
Emergency Military Unit (UME) leads and coordinates 
the means of the Armed Forces (FAS). Nevertheless, 
other operations might arise which, due to varied 
circumstances, are not considered in the said 
Directive and, hence, do not fit into the procedures set 
forth on it.

The operations of support in the sphere of 
security are those performed within the frame of 
the different contingency plans that regulate the 
support provided by the FAS to the State Security 
Forces and Corps.

The creation, in 2005, of the Emergency Military Unit 
(UME) modified the system of support provided by 
the Spanish Armed Forces (FAS) to support requests 
for this type of operations.

The UME is the FAS’ first intervention unit in the 
event of an emergency occurred in cases of severe 
risk, disaster or public calamity to support civilian 
authorities. The collaboration of other Army’s 
capabilities, if the UME is intervening, will last the 
strictly necessary time and solely to supply any 
specific lacking in capabilities the UME might have.

As the most recent example of this type of support 
that complements the UME’s capabilities, we must 
mention the deployment of a satellite terminal to 
support Mexico after it was struck by an earthquake 
in October 2017, or the support with means and 
capabilities (Chinook helicopter, engineer machines, 
means of transportation or support for bed and 
board) during the wave of forest fires in Galicia, in the 
same month.

NATIONAL COMMITMENTS   
"CENTINELA GALLEGO"

Since 2008, the operation “Centinela Ga-
llego” (Galician Sentinel) has taken place 
annually. It integrates the action of the 
Armed Forces within the general mecha-
nism for prevention of forest fires in the 
Autonomous Community of Galicia.

To this end, the Army forces deploy a 
combination of mobile patrols and sur-
veillance posts that provide effective de-
terrence over the areas where the fires are 
more frequent.

MEANS DEPLOYED IN CASE OF “MEDIUM” EFFORT

5

11

A CORUÑA

PONTEVEDRA

11 55 hours

OURENSE
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BAE GABRIEL CASTILLA

BAA DECEPTION

NEPTUNE’S BELLOWS

WHALER’S BAY

BRITISH BASE RUINS

PENGUIN COLONY

TELEFON BAY

PENDULUM COVE

CHILEAN BASE RUINS

ANTARCTIC CAMPAIGN   
ANTARCTICA | "DECEPTION ISLAND"

The Antarctic Campaign is the 
oldest amongst the missions that 
the Army (ET) is currently developing 
overseas. It started in January 1988 
to support the settlement of the 
Spanish Antarctic Base Juan Carlos 
I (Livingston Island). This year has 
commenced the 31st Campaign.

After the decision of participating 
in the Antarctic Treaty in 1982, Spain 
assumed the obligations it involved. 
The Army helped materializing 
that decision as one of the essential 
elements in the State External Action. 
To do so, the refuge (today’s Spanish 
Army Antarctic Base ‘Gabriel de 
Castilla’ – BAE GdC) was settled on 
Deception Island (South Shetland 
Islands). It owes its name to the 
Spanish explorer who is claimed to 
have discovered Antarctica in early 
17th century. The operativeness of 
the Gabriel de Castilla Base and the 
support tasks performed in it are our 
main contribution to the Spanish 
research in Antarctica and an 
indicator of the resolute support of 
the Spanish Armed Forces to research, 
development and innovation.

Besides, projects on research 
and experimentation of interest 
to the Army in the areas of 
signals, environment, health care, 
bromatology, infrastructure or 
clothing and camp materiel are 
conducted.

Gabriel the Castilla Base on 
Deception Island is an honorable 
representation of Spain in this 
far off continent and a symbol 
of the capabilities of our Armed 
Forces to perform missions in 
remote locations, extreme weather 
conditions and cooperating with 
other sectors of the society of a varied 
nature, as scientific researchers and 
universities from all over Spain.

During the phase of activation of 
the BAE GdC, it is possible to follow its 
daily activity on:  
www.ejercito.mde.es/unidades/
Antartica/antartica/

Operation ANTARCTIC CAMPAIGN

Location Deception Island

Spanish 
participation since

1988

Troops 13 servicemen

Parent Unit Individual positions

Summary  
30th Campaign 
(2016‐2017)

46 scientists (five different countries)
12 scientific projects
13 military projects

3  social communication media:  
7 people

Remarks
Oldest mission of the Army
(31 campaigns)

ANTARCTICA
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COOPERATIVE SECURITY
ACTIVITIES

C ooperative Security Activities 
are proof of the commitment 

and implication of Spain with her 
allies. Through these activities, 
we aim at supporting our allies in 
building, maintaining and perfecting 
modern and efficient Armed Forces 
that are able to tackle the global 
threats that are especially frequent 
over their sovereign territories.

These activities, within the 
Government External Action and 
coherently with the National 
Security Strategy (2017), respond to 
the guidelines of the Defense Chief 
of Staff to contribute with military 
means to the stability of areas of 
national priority interest. 

Through an intense work of 
cooperation at all levels, activities 
of preparation and support to 
training, both overseas and on 
Spanish territory, are scheduled. The 
programs of activities are not fixed: 
they respond in a flexible manner to 
the needs and wishes each supported 
country may request at any time.

Through temporary
deployments of small but very 

specialized contingents, the Army 
units contribute to local training in 
very different aspects like Special 
Operations, Counterinsurgency, CIED, 
etc.

Each country represents its needs 
and Spain supports her allies 
bilaterally.

SENEGAL 

 Î Snipers
 Î Cartography and Topography
 Î Intelligence Analyst
 Î PSYOPS
 Î Desert Warfare
 Î Light Patrol
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TUNISIA

 Î Intelligence Analyst
 Î Desert Warfare
 Î Counterinsurgency
 Î Special Operations Medic
 Î Snipers
 Î Counterterrorism and 
Counterinsurgency  
Operations Planning
 Î Medical Support in Combat

MAURITANIA

 Î Light Patrol Leader
 Î Special Operations Integration
 Î Mortars Support
 Î Snipers
 Î Close Protection Team Course
 Î Planning and Conduction  
of Operations
 Î Basic Medical Training
 Î Self-protection in zones  
of operations
 Î Medical Support in Combat
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[ B U D G E T ]

BUDGET
2017

The economic crisis that started 
in 2007 had a reflection in the 

Budget of the Ministry of Defense 
and the Army, which has witnessed 
how its initial allocations have been 
gradually cut off since 2008 until 
2016. It is from 2016 on when, thanks 
to the recovery of the Spanish econ-
omy, a change in the trend of the 
budgetary allocations for the Army 
has been visible, including the allo-
cations foreseen on the preliminary 
draft budget for 2018.

The extension of the State General 
Budget (SGB) of 2016 to the year 2017 
meant, for the Army, the need to ad-
just its planning to the financial re-
sources allocated.

The changing circumstances in the 
management by the different bod-
ies managing the Proposed Nation-
al Budget, as well as the big cut‐offs 
applied during the toughest years of 
the crisis, forced the Army to ration-
alize the use of the financial resourc-
es, seeking a greater efficiency when 
applying such resources to those ac-
tivities that make possible to main-
tain full operational capabilities and 
cutting down the investment on ac-
tivities not that relevant but impor-
tant anyways. Nevertheless, the fu-
ture budget growth will adjust to the 
requirements demanded by the Na-
tional Defense from Army. In the 
Army planning, personnel is the deci-
sive factor, and the financial resourc-
es at our disposal must be oriented to 
it. The preparedness and availability 
for combat of the soldiers cannot be 

separated from the maintenance and 
supply of the materiel and premises 
related to the activities of the Army, 
as well as to actions intended to fa-
vor the servicemen and their fami-
lies’ welfare.

Lastly, the participation of the Army 
in missions beyond our borders 
means an economic effort that, since 
it is not included in the initial allo-
cations of the SGB, needs the mecha-
nism of the credit extension, with the 
prior approval from the Council of 
Ministers. This extension takes place 
in three different periods during the 
financial year.

In an analysis by chapter, we can 
point out:

900,000

800,000

700,000

600,000

500,000

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

0

EVOLUTION OF THE ORDINARY BUDGET OF THE ARMY
(thousands of €)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Current expenditure on goods and services Real investments Current transfers Total

Personnel is the 
decisive factor in the 

Army; the financial 
resources at our 
disposal must be 

oriented to it
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2016
341,512.13 K€

current expenditure 
on goods and services

% VARIATION
2016/2017

+2.17

+7.84

-34.98

0.00

97,704.97 K€

243,123.49 K€

683.67 K€
current transfers

real investments
2017

348,933.75 K€

current expenditure 
on goods and services

105,365.25 K€

243,123.96 K€

444.54 K€
current transfers

real investments
2016

341,512.13 K€

current expenditure 
on goods and services

% VARIATION
2016/2017

+2.17

+7.84

-34.98

0.00

97,704.97 K€

243,123.49 K€

683.67 K€
current transfers

real investments
2017

348,933.75 K€

current expenditure 
on goods and services

105,365.25 K€

243,123.96 K€

444.54 K€
current transfers

real investments

2016
341,512.13 K€

current expenditure 
on goods and services

% VARIATION
2016/2017

+2.17

+7.84

-34.98

0.00

97,704.97 K€

243,123.49 K€

683.67 K€
current transfers

real investments
2017

348,933.75 K€

current expenditure 
on goods and services

105,365.25 K€

243,123.96 K€

444.54 K€
current transfers

real investments

2008
2,896,816.94 K€

expenditure on
personnel

% VARIATION
2008/2017

-87.95

-71.71

-100

-92.63

-48.44

-100

372,482.83 K€

2,045,795.98 K€

current expenditure on
goods and services

471,550.19 K€

financial assets
958,2 K€

6,029.74 K€

current
transfers

real investments

2017
348,933.75 K€

current expenditure on
goods and services

105,365.25 K€

243,123.96 K€

444.54 K€
current transfers

real investments

2008
2,896,816.94 K€

expenditure on
personnel

% VARIATION
2008/2017

-87.95

-71.71

-100

-92.63

-48.44

-100

372,482.83 K€

2,045,795.98 K€

current expenditure on
goods and services

471,550.19 K€

financial assets
958,2 K€

6,029.74 K€

current
transfers

real investments

2017
348,933.75 K€

current expenditure on
goods and services

105,365.25 K€

243,123.96 K€

444.54 K€
current transfers

real investments

 Î Current expenditure on goods and 
services”, chapter 2, which includes 
expenses with a direct influence on 
real life of the units, such as expens-
es related to personnel and facili-
ties, and expenses related to main-
tenance of armament and materiel.

 Î Credits from chapter 4, “current 
transfers”, are used to face cer-
tain expenses focused on person-
nel training as well as transfers to 
families and other non‐profit or-
ganizations. 

 Î Chapter 6, “real investments”, is the 
only one that has suffered a clear 
increment during 2017, although 
in the last years it had decreased 
noticeably due essentially to two 
reasons: the economic crisis that 
had an especial impact on the in-
vestments credits of the budget 
and the fact that the General Direc-
torate for Armament and Materiel 
assumed the big programmes on 
armament and materiel that were 
formerly used by the Army itself.

The evolution of the credit allocat-
ed to the Army, after a fast drop in 
the years of the crisis, starts to pick 
up in the SGB of 2017.

On the other hand, the main pur-
pose of the economic management 
in the Army is to carry out all the ad-
ministrative actions leading to the 
budget implementation of all the 
credits allocated in the Proposed Na-
tional Budget in order to take care of 
the needs of different units, centers 
and bodies of the Army.

This management will not be
restricted only to the initial credits 

allocated to the Army, but it will be 
incremented by the budgetary mod-
ifications that will take place along 
the financial year, due to the man-
agement of certain credits allocat-
ed to other budgetary services in the 
Ministry of Defense as well as those 

credits intended to finance 
contracts subject to central-
ized contracting in the Min-
istry of Internal Revenue an 
Public Function. 

The execution of the 
budget in 2017 has reached 
97% in the credit availability 
phase for the resources allo-
cated to the Army.

Current expenditure
730,121.020 K€

2017

Defense StaffArmy

92,672,140 K€ (12.69%)

65,725,500 K€ (9%)

178,767,540 K€ (24.48%)

71,607,580 K€ (9.81%)243,123,960 K€ (33.30%)

Air Forces
78,224,300 K€ (10.71%)

Navy

Ministry and Subsecretariat

Defense State
Secretary

300,000

200,000

100,000

0

EVOLUTION OF THE REAL INVESTMENTS OF THE ARMY
(thousands of €)

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
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[ T R A N S F O R M A T I O N ]

THE TRANSFORMATION
OF THE ARMY 

The main feature in this new model was 
polyvalence, in order to have flexible 

and adaptable formations, which led to a re-
duction of the brigade level structures from 
ten to eight –half of them equipped with 
tracked materiel and the other half with 
wheeled materiel–. 

At the same time, the garrisons in the Com-
mands of Baleares, Ceuta and Melilla were 
kept. This new organization allowed manag-
ing all four cycles of the availability plan with 
two brigades, one of each type, facilitating as 
well the generation, preparation and readi-
ness of the operational organizations. 

DEVELOPMENT  
OF THE PLAN
The implementation of the Transition Plan of the 
Force Structure is already on its third year and it has 
implied actions in the areas of organization and doc-
trine, personnel, materiel and training, and infra-
structures; these actions are to continue during the 
next years until completing the change to the new 
structure. Therefore, most of the Army units have 
been affected by it, as well as a large amount of per-
sonnel. Despite this, the criteria of minimizing the 
impact on personnel as far as possible has always 
been followed.

Materiel is also one of the big challenges of the plan. 
Regarding acquisitions, we must mention the ones of 
combat vehicle Pizarro Phase II –already finished– 
and the wheeled combat vehicle 8x8 (VCR 8x8), that 
includes the acquisition of 998 platforms during the 
next decade to replace the MRAPs, BMRs (wheeled ar-
mored personnel carrier or WAPC) and TOAs (Tracked 
APCs or TAPC) currently available. Tracked and 
wheeled combat platforms are also being modernized 
as a consequence of the new organization so they fit 
into new tasks. All this means an important volume of 
movements to locate the materiel in its new units.

The transformation of the Army started in 2015. 
The goal of this transformation was an Army that could successfully tackle the 
challenges coming up in the next two decades, despite the restrictions of the 
economic scenario at the time.

PERSONNEL SUBJECT TO THE PLAN

Officers and NCOs 7,695

Enlisted 21,674

RESULT

Compulsory assignments off the
former location 21

Compulsory dismissals
pending new assignment 26

EFFECTS OF THE TRANSITION
PLAN ON PERSONNEL

2018 Foreseen 248

2017

Foreseen 883

Ordered 760

Pending 123 

2016 Executed 742

2015 Executed 516

MAIN MOVEMENTS  
OF MATERIEL

The transition plan has implied 
actions in the areas of 
organization, doctrine, 
personnel, materiel, training 
and infrastructures
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NEXT ACTIONS OF THE 
TRANSITION PLAN

Transformation of
Tanks Bn. "Uad Ras"
into Parachutist Bn.

Allocation of Pizarro
Vehicles to Mechanized
Bn. "Badajoz" I/62
(Gerona)

Allocation of WAPC to 
Inf. Battalion "Toledo" II/3

(Oviedo)

Creation of the
Armored Cavalry Gr.
"Cazadores de África"
in the Regiment
"Montesa" 3 (Ceuta)

Allocation of WAPC
to the Bandera (Bn. Sized) 
"Ortiz de Zárate" III/5 
(Murcia)

Creation of the Armored Cavalry
Gr. "Taxdirt" in the Regiment
"Alcántara" 10 (Melilla)

Transformation
Light Inf. Bn. "Flandes"
I/4 into Tanks Bn.

Relocation of Light Armored 
Cav. Gr. "Milán" XVI

to Lanzarote

The effects of the 
transformation on 
personnel have been 
minimized as far as 
possible

Once the construction of the second echelon –foreseen for 
2019– in the “San Jorge” Base of Saragossa ends, the trans-
formation of the 4th Battalion “Flandes” into an armored in-
fantry battalion will be carried out. In addition, finishing the 
necessary infrastructures in the barracks “Marques de Herre-
ra” in Lanzarote in the same year will make possible the relo-
cation of the Cavalry Group “Milan”. On the other hand, finish-
ing the building where the “Uad Ras” Battalion is to be located 
in “El Goloso” Base will allow this unit to be transformed into 
a protected infantry battalion, which will belong to the 31st 
“Asturias” Regiment instead of being part of the “Alcazar de 
Toledo” Regiment.

The actions to supply the Brigades with the expected mate-
riel will continue, making a special emphasis on personnel, 
so each unit has the appropriate number of specialists.

Within the area of infrastructure the plan includes, 
as its most significant actions, the construction of 
nine buildings for lodging, offices, depots and class-
rooms, nine workshops for second echelon main-
tenance of tracked or wheeled vehicles and eight 
construction sites for gas stations, car washes and 
hangars. In addition, the intention was to take advan-
tage of the existing infrastructures at all times, adapt-
ing them to the new tasks and new organization.

ACTIONS TAKEN

NEXT ACTIONS
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[ I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A C T I V I T I E S ]

Since November 2015, the Army has participated 
in each and every activity of the Conference of 

American Armies (CAA) as a special guest, as decided 
by the Conference of Commanders of American Ar-
mies in its biennial meeting held on that date in Bo-
gota, Colombia. During the biennial cycles in which 
the CAA’s works are organized, different seminars, 
videoconferences, specialized conferences, work-
groups and exercises are held. They share a common 
topic that, in this cycle, the 32nd, dealt with the ac-
tion of the armies in operations called “inter agen-
cies”; that’s to say, those in which there must be an in-
teraction with national and international agencies, 
as well as governmental and non governmental or-
ganizations.

The final products of the cycle, like handbooks, 
orientations and even computer tools devel-

oped by the CAA are disseminated among 
the member armies to be incorpo-

rated to their doctrinal corpora.
Spanish officers have par-

ticipated along this cycle 
2016-17 in each of the six 

main events held in Honduras, 
Colombia, Dominican Republic, 

Canada, Brazil and Chile, as well 
as in multiple videoconferences, 

teleworking and preparation and 
development of the Commanders’ 

Conference held from 6 to 10 November in 
the United States of America, with the pres-

ence of our General, the Spanish Army Chief 
of Staff. In this Commander’s Conference, be-

sides validating the results of the 32nd cycle 
works, the CAA’s regulations have been modified by 

establishing the figure of Special Observer Army, re-
served for armies that do not belong to the American 
continent but have a special relationship and bonds 
with the Americas that justify their inclusion.

IN THE AMERICAN FRAMEWORK

INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITIES  
OF THE ARMY

CONFERENCE OF 
AMERICAN ARMIES

Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
El Salvador
United States
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Paraguay
Peru
Dominican Republic
Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela
Barbados
Jamaica

Belize
Guyana
Surinam

MEMBERS OBSERVERS
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INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITIES  
OF THE ARMY

The modification includes the explicit recognition 
of the Spanish Army as Special Observer Army and the 
demand of unanimity in the event that one of the ar-
mies from other non American country would request 
access.

Currently, the CAA has 22 full members, two observ-
er armies –a figure designed for the American armies 
that aim at being full members in a near future–, two 
observer organizations, the Inter American Defense 
Board and the Central American Armed Forces Confer-
ence, and, from now on, one Especial Observer Army: 
the Spanish Army.

Being a member of this organ-
ization has made possi-
ble an even narrower 
bilateral relationship 
with the armies of the 
American continent, 
from Canada or the Unit-
ed States of America to 
countries of the South-
ern Cone –Brazil, Chile, Para-
guay or Argentina–, and the coun-
tries in the center of the continent, like 
Mexico, Colombia or Dominican Republic.

Some remarkable examples of this new 
thrust are the recent renewal of the bi-
lateral relationships with the Ar-
gentinian Army, interrupted for 
some years by political reasons, or 
the significant increase in the bilat-
eral cooperation with the Colombian 

Army in view of the successful peace process and with 
the occasion of its necessary reorganization in order 
to tackle the new and completely different threats this 
area of America is facing now.

In the next two years, the Army expects to deepen its 
integration in the Conference of American Armies, giv-
ing a new thrust to the bilateral relationships with the 
armies of the new continent, which, undoubtedly, will 
be of mutual benefit and contribute to increase the im-
portance of our Armed Forces in forums and organiza-
tions like the EU or NATO.

The Spanish Army is the 
only one that, without 
belonging to the 
American continent, has 
been admitted to its 
Conference of Armies
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[ I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A C T I V I T I E S ]

 
WITHIN THE FRAME OF NATO 
AND THE EUROPEAN UNION. 
BILATERAL RELATIONSHIPS

The goals pursued by the twin-
ning are an improvement of 

the mutual knowledge between 
the units linked, to increase the de-
gree of interoperability and estab-
lish channels of regular communica-
tion that result in an improvement 
of the preparedness of the brigades 
and constitute, therefore, a benefit to 
both armies. 

Thus, through this mechanism, 
some of the bilateral activities 
planned within the frame of the de-
fense diplomacy are oriented in a 
way that, whenever the activity al-
lows so, they are executed preferably 
by the twin units. 

The ultimate purpose, in any case, 
is that any other Army unit can take 
advantage of the experience and 
knowledge acquired by each unit 
through this permanent initiative in 
the event of combined deployments.

Since this initiative started, four 
brigade twinnings have materialized. 
The first one is, maybe, the most pe-
culiar case, since the Spanish Army 
Aviation Force (FAMET) is not a bri-
gade strictly speaking. Nevertheless,

given its specificity and similar-
ity with the Aviation Légère of the 
French Army (ALAT), an agreement 
associating both of them was signed 
on January 29, 2016. In addition, 
this happened within the frame of 
a very smooth relationship with the 
French Army, which reflected, for in-
stance, in the assignment of a Span-
ish teacher to the military school of 
Saint‐Cyr.

Due to a regular prior collabora-
tion, to the geographic proximity 
and to the eagerness of the neighbor-
ing Army towards the initiative, the 
brigades “Extremadura” XI and Mech-

The importance of our Army 
in forums like NATO or the UE 
is reinforced through our 
bond with the American 
Armies

Austria

OTHER COUNTRIES

Canada
United States
Norway

Algeria
Argentina
Brazil
Cabo Verde
Chile
China
Colombia
South Korea
Cuba
Ecuador
Egypt
United Arab Emirates
Honduras
Indonesia
Jordan
Lebanon
Morocco
Mauritania
Mexico
Paraguay
Russia
El Salvador
Senegal
Serbia
Switzerland
Tunisia
Uruguay

Germany
Belgium
Denmark
Slovakia
Estonia
France
Greece
Italy
Lithuania
Latvia
The Netherlands
Portugal
United Kingdom
Romania

BILATERAL COLLABORATIONS 
IN 2017

+
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anized of the Portuguese Army were 
twinned by the document signed by 
both ACOSs on May 23, 2017.

Shortly after, within the frame 
of the Forum of the Chiefs of Staff 
of the European Armies, held in 
Rome from October 25 to 27, 2017, 
through agreements signed by the 
Army COS with his counterparts 
from Italy and France, the Brigade 
“Aragón” I and the Brigata Meccan-
izzata “Pinerolo” of the Italian Army 
were twinned, as well as the Brigade 
“Rey Alfonso XII” II of the Spanish 
Legión and the 6ème Brigade Légère 
Blindée of the French Army. 

The impulse is given, and the first 
exercises and collaborations with-
in this frame have already taken 
place in 2017. The exchange exercis-
es of artillery units performed by 
the brigades “Extremadura” XI and 
Portuguese Mechanized, the meet-
ings of commanders of the brigades 
“Aragon” I and “Pinerolo”, the ex-
changes of knowledge and practic-
es in simulators belonging to FAMET 
and ALAT, or the underground com-
bat sessions where French person-
nel trained together with soldiers 
from the Spanish Legión are worth 
mentioning.

Thus, the twinning of brigades is 
in its start up phase and needs to be 
evaluated within the next months 
to decide about its implementa-
tion in the rest of units of the Army. 
Meanwhile, for instance, the bond 
of the Brigade “Galicia” VII with Brit-
ish units is limited to the program 
Bonds of Friendship of the latter, 
which has been dealt with with-
in the frame of the important im-
provement experienced in the bi-
lateral relationships between both 
armies, as a result of the two meet-
ings held by their respective Army 
COSs and the resuming of the Army 
Staffs Meetings.

The improvement of 
interoperability with 

the armies of friend and 
allied countries is tackled 

keeping in mind their 
employment in operations
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ARMY, CULTURE
AND SOCIETY
The Army gives great importance to the culture of defense; in 2017, the efforts have been aimed  
at keeping the institutional commitments, maintaining the heritage and traditions and carrying out  
an appropriate, timely dissemination of the actions, achievements and values of our Army amongst  
the civil society and the members of the institution themselves.

The institutional 
representation of the 
Army focuses on ten 

areas of responsibility

The authorities in charge of the insti-
tutional representation of the Army 

coordinate and organize activities of an 
institutional nature to promote an active in-
tegration of our institution with the rest of 
the society developing actions aimed at mak-
ing public its work of service and promoting 
a greater closeness to the citizens.

Barcelona
Inspection 
of the Army

Valencia
High Readiness Land
Headquarters

Granada
Training and Doctrine Command

Sevilla
Land Force

A Coruña
Operational Logistic Force

Madrid
Barracks Directorate

Melilla
Melilla General
Command

Palma de Mallorca
Balearic General
Command

Ceuta
Ceuta General
Command

Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Canaries Command
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NORTHWESTERN
TURRET

PANORAMIC ELEVATOR
N5B / N4 / N3B / N3

SIMPLON

FLOOR N5B

FLOOR N4

FLOOR N3B

FLOOR N3

FLOOR N2

STAIRS AND
ELEVATORS

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
REMAINSALCAZAR

ENTRANCE / EXIT

AUDITORIUM

ELEVATOR
N4 / N3 / N2

NEW BUILDING

ALCAZAR
FLOOR T1

FLOOR T2

FLOOR H1

FLOOR H1 CHARLES V
COURTYARD

TEMPORARY
EXHIBITIONS

MAIN ENTRANCE
/ EXIT

THE CULTURAL ACTION

We keep and disseminate the traditions 
and the vast and intense historical and 

cultural heritage represented by our emblem-
atic buildings by explaining them, facilitating 
visits and access to the network of museums 
and museographic collections and assisting 
researchers at our historical archives. 

We are one of the oldest armies in the world 
and, hence, heir to our traditions, which we 
must proudly maintain and disseminate.

In 2017, the Army commemorated, among 
others, the 250 anniversary of Daoiz’s birth or 
the 150 anniversary of Leopoldo O’Donnell’s 
death.

In 2017, the Army 
Museum received 
more than 
360,000 visits
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ACTIONS
OF COOPERATION
For the benefit of the population and in re-
sponse to the requests of authorities, organ-
isms or public and private entities, varied and 
numerous actions have been performed along 
the year. The most remarkable ones are:

 Î  Institutional events: homages to 
the national ensign, oaths to the 
flag of civilian personnel, historical 
commemorations and anniversaries of 
significant events.
 Î Cultural activities: exhibitions, awards, 
concerts, seminars, festivals and visits to 
historical funds and Army’s properties.
 Î Activities with a traditional background: 
religious holidays and local patron saints, 
disregarding the creed.
 Î Charity activities or activities in support 
of non governmental and civilian 
organizations.
 Î Sports events: supporting the organization 
or active participation of Army members.
 Î Cooperation with institutions and public 
or private entities, which, in many cases, 
materializes in agreements that regulate 
teaching, research and technological 
development activities, as well as activities 
in any other field of mutual interest.

42 agreements were signed 
during the year 2017
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In 53 towns, more than 6,000 
people sworn or promised their 
commitment to Spain and her 
Constitution

2017
actions of cooperation

1036

institutional

36 (3%)

84 (8%)

90 (9%)

329 (32%)

sports

497 (48%)
cultural/social

concerts

teaching
institutions
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ARMED FORCES' DAY

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
AND COMMUNICATION

In 2017, the institutional communication 
of the Army set the goals of developing and 

improving the synergies inside and outside 
the organization. By integrating the goals of 
the Ministry, the purpose is to reinforce the 
public perception of its Army as an efficient, 
resolute institution, useful to the community 
and guarantor of its traditions.

We keep betting on being present on the In-
ternet and the social networks as the best way 
to reach both the internal and the external 
audience, as well as we bet on quality in all 
the information we publish, in order to pro-
duce more appealing contents.

The news that awaken most interest among 
the internal audience are those related to 
the professional performance and those of a 
more human nature. Among the external au-
dience, the subjects related to operations are 
big protagonists.

oaths to the flag

concerts

sports

exhibitions/conferences

visits from schools

homage to the flag

oaths to the flag

concerts

sports

exhibitions/conferences

visits from schools

homage to the flag

With the following participation in 2017

On this red-letter 
day, the Army had a 
great representation 
all over the national 
territory. Few 
provinces lacked the 
presence of units, 
exhibitions, oaths to 
the flag, conferences 
or sports and 
cultural activities.

ARMY AWARDS 2017

School Teaching A 92

School Teaching B 15

School Teaching C 3

Photography 29

Humanities 10

Military Miniatures 93

Painting 49

Plen Air Painting 45
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MAIN ACTIVITIES OF RELATIONSHIP  
WITH THE SOCIAL MEDIA

 Î The Seminars of War Correspondents for journalists were 
held. The students who attended the seminars rated them 
as very good, obtaining 4.9 out of 5 points.
 Î We have collaborated with 26 film production companies. 
Among them, the following are worth mentioning:

 ö "Contubernio", for the TV show La que se avecina.
 ö  "Boomerang TV", for the galas of Masterchef, the prepro-
duction of Los nuestros II and a series about the vicissi-
tudes of aspirants who want to join the Army.
 ö Participation of remarkable movie actors, directors
 ö and producers in the gala of the “Army Awards”.
 ö "Tornasol Films", for the movie Zona Hostil.

 Î The following coverages in television and radio programs 
are worth mentioning:

 ö   35th anniversary of the first civic‐military expedition 
to the Everest.
 ö  Presentation of the commemorative stamp of the 30th 
anniversary of the Base Gabriel de Castilla.
 ö  First rugby game Army‐Navy.
 ö  4th Motorbike Route of the Army.
 ö  Award of medals of the Association Dignity and Justice 
at the School of War of the Army.
 ö  Open water swimming at the Gibraltar Strait, a soli-
dary challenge for Mali, by personnel from the AGM 
(General Military Academy).
 ö  Presentation of the first Spanish contingent for NATO’s
 ö "Enhanced Forward Presence".
 ö  Military Experts in cyber defense and jihadism, in rela-
tion to various events occurred worldwide during 2017.

WEB

SOCIAL NETWORKS

Visitors

NewsINTRANET

Visitors

News

9,074,904

915

Followers

National Trending Topic

113,110

#PremiosEjército

Followers

Videos

11,000

45 (25% + que 2016)

Views

Publications

615,000

261

Followers 135,000

Followers 41,500

Visitors

News

300,000

134

1,134,362

775

Informative Bulletin Tierra (print and digital)

Magazine Ejército

Publication of the book Valores del Ejército de Tierra 
(Values of the Army)

Publication of the book Postales del Ejército  
(Postcards of the Army)

Publication of the book about the mission of the Army  
in Turkey

Publication of the book about the 25-year Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (included in the mission of the Army in 
publishing agenda of 2018)

Calendar of the Army 2018 dedicated to the Values

ARMY PUBLICATIONS AND MAGAZINES

INFORMATIVE ACTIVITY OF THE ARMY

INFORMATIVE ACTIVITY OF THE ARMY
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